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ABSTRACT 

 

Urbanized areas with increased amounts of impervious surfaces alter hydrologic 

systems by increasing stormwater runoff, decreasing infiltration, and reducing vegetation 

cover and evapotranspiration. Modeling hydrologic systems here is especially difficult 

due to the increased impervious land cover, which makes predicting processes such as 

urban streamflow and flooding challenging. By understanding the drivers of hydraulic 

processes, such as soil characteristics, bedrock depth, and land use, the quality and 

accuracy of models can be improved. The goal of this study was to use soil moisture 

loggers and electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) along the Pennypack Creek 

(Philadelphia, PA) to evaluate soil infiltration and bedrock depth in urban areas to 

ultimately access their impact on critical zone modeling. ERT was also used to validate 

or dispute recent seismic interpretations. Four study sites adjacent to Pennypack Creek 

were selected based on variations in underlying geology: Triassic basin sedimentary rock 

(Lukens), Paleozoic mafic gneiss (Meadow), Piedmont mica schist (Pine Road), and 

coastal plain weathered down to mica schist (Rhawn Street). Soil moisture sensors were 

installed at each site to a depth of up to 50 cm. ERT surveys were conducted at Pine Road 

and Rhawn Street sites. High infiltration variation at Pine Road and Meadow indicated 

macropores, which create preferential flow paths whereas low infiltration variation at 

Rhawn Street and Lukens indicated compaction associated with their land use (public 

parks). Comparing field capacity data to USDA soil type maps indicated the soil type was 

not a good predictor and in situ sampling was needed to estimate soil properties. ERT 

demonstrated bedrock was not shallow at the streambed as predicted by the seismic 
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inversion and showed the need to corroborate depth to bedrock from seismic surveys 

beneath streams with resistivity inversions. Structure beneath the streambed was 

particularly noisy for the seismic surveys due to the flow of stream water. This study 

demonstrates that an accurate critical zone model, especially at urban sites, must rely on 

in situ investigation of hydrologic parameters based on land use, rather than assumptions 

of parameter values based on the underlying geology or soil type. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement  

The purpose of this study was to evaluate characteristics of bedrock depth and soil 

infiltration in urban areas to assess data input for critical zone modeling. By examining 

patterns across different sites, principles for parameter selection and data sampling can be 

explored. This chapter introduces the background research on urban runoff and important 

hydrogeological parameters, the guiding hypotheses, and the geologic descriptions of the 

study sites. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the methods and results from the soil moisture data 

and geophysical data, respectively. Chapter 4 concludes with a discussion about the 

implications of said data on critical zone modeling. 

 

1.2 Background 

 1.2.1 Urban Runoff  

 Migration of human populations to densely inhabited areas has been rapidly and 

profoundly altering hydrologic systems. Globally, the percentage of people living in 

urban areas was 30% in 1950, 55% in 2018, and is expected to be 68% by 2050. 

(Revision of the World Urbanization Prospects, 2018). Urban areas have a higher 

percentage of compacted and impervious land cover which increases runoff, reduces 

infiltration, and lowers evapotranspiration (ET) by reducing vegetation cover (Hood et 

al., 2007; Bhaskar et al., 2015; Barnes et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018). Variability in 

subsurface storage decreases as the percentage of impervious surfaces increases since the 

inputs and outputs become less variable. Increased runoff is especially important in older 
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cities, such as Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, that developed infrastructure before 

stormwater control measures were common (Valderrama & Levine, 2012). For example, 

older, combined sewer systems were designed to send mixed sewage and stormwater 

runoff off into a wastewater treatment plant. However, one-tenth of an inch (2.5 mm) 

precipitation during storm events can trigger overflows of the untreated sewage-

stormwater mix into a receiving body of water at some cities.  

 Urban streamflow can have shorter lag times between flows, increased 

stormwater volumes and peak flows, as well as decreased recession times leading to 

increased channel incision, flooding, and degradation of urban aquatic habitat (Rose & 

Peters, 2001; Walsh et al., 2005; Bhaskar et al., 2015). An influx of nutrients, sediments, 

and bacteria from stormwater runoff can degrade the habitat for sensitive indicator 

species such as large macroinvertebrates and trout (Shaw & Richardson, 2001).  

 The success of predictions when modeling hydrologic processes such as urban 

streamflow depend on the accurate representation of temporal and spatial variability of a 

large set of external drivers including soil characteristics, bedrock depth, land use, and 

geomorphic features (Rempe & Dietrich, 2014; Libohova et al., 2018). Accessing the 

extent of variability for characteristics such as soil moisture and bedrock helps identify 

the quantity of data required to make accurate predictions.  

 1.2.2 Soil Moisture 

 Soil moisture is defined as the volumetric water content (VWC) in the vadose 

zone. Soil moisture is an important control on hydrologic function since it impacts 

vertical fluxes from and to the atmosphere, groundwater recharge, and soil lateral flux 

(Loik et al., 2004; Grayson et al., 2006; Vereecken et al., 2008). Differences in 
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distributions of volumetric water content are directly related to differences in timing and 

depth of snowmelt, precipitation, and soil drainage rates for different soil textures 

(Chandler et al., 2017). 

 Soil moisture is an important parameter for modeling evaporation and 

transpiration that is responsive to soil physical properties and topography (Chandler et al., 

2017). Specific parameters and data on a given location are needed for developing 

hydrologic models and enabling reliable calibration (Fernandez-Pato et al., 2016). 

Hydrologic losses play an important role in the temporal evolution and spatial 

distribution of runoff water in catchments with infiltration being the most important 

component. Variations in infiltration capacity between soils also impacts the fraction of 

precipitation that turns into runoff (Holman-Dodds et al., 2003). High-infiltration-

capacity soils will have a lower runoff-precipitation ratio that slowly increases as the 

intensity of precipitation increases. Low-infiltration-capacity soils will have higher 

runoff-precipitation ratios that increase quickly as the intensity of precipitation increases.  

Sensitivity analysis for infiltration is important due to its variability in the field 

ranging from low 10s of mm/hr to 1000 mm/hr, depending on soil type and compaction 

(Pitt et al., 2000; Gregory et al., 2006). Modeling with soil moisture parameters is 

complicated by the variety of heterogeneities associated with a soil that impact parameter 

sensitivity. For example, modeling parameters for shrub vegetation were more sensitive 

to peak flow and runoff compared to the parameters for lawn vegetation (Xu et al., 2019). 

Especially for urban areas, human activities impact soil, which leads to spatial and 

temporal soil heterogeneity. Spatial variation is evident in the continuum from human-

altered soil bodies to relatively unaltered islands of natural soil bodies such as park fields 
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(Effland & Pouya, 1997). Temporal variation is observed in activities such as road 

construction, land development, and mining. Compaction, in particular, impacts the soil 

characteristics of a system by sealing the ground surface, reducing infiltration and 

increasing flooding (Pitt et al., 2008). Intentional compaction is common when tamping 

soil for road, building, and sidewalk construction, whereas unintentional compaction 

occurs due to roadways, foot traffic, and other anthropogenic activities. Degrees of 

compaction and infiltration rates in urban soils are often irregular across the city or within 

a site (Yang & Zhang, 2011).  

1.2.3 Bedrock 

Bedrock depth and topography influence many near-surface processes such as 

water runoff into channels and water chemistry which can be important to hydrologic 

models (de Pasquale et al., 2019; Rempe & Dietrich, 2014). The bedrock-regolith 

interface is an important boundary when studying erosion rates and atmospheric 

processes such as plant transpiration and plant water uptake (Jones & Graham, 

1993). Bedrock characteristics are important for modeling critical zone thickness and soil 

thickness, which is a balance between the weathering of bedrock and surface erosion 

(Brantley et al., 2007; de Pasquale et al., 2019). Soil thickness is important to hydrologic 

modeling as infiltration is influenced by the rate of water movement through the 

unsaturated zone and rate of drainage from the unsaturated to saturated zone (Pitt et al., 

2008). As examples of applications, landscape evolution and landslide investigation are 

partially controlled by bedrock depth and topography (Lanni et al., 2012).  

In addition, characterization of bedrock is important to safe engineering practices. 

The stability of soil and underlying bedrock critically impacts the design, construction, 
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and maintenance of infrastructure, building, and other man-made structures (Gomes et 

al., 2017). Hillslope stability is controlled by many factors including depth to 

unweathered bedrock and soil hydraulic properties (Mukhlisin et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 

2013). Precipitation impacts hillslope stability with the infiltrating water that elevates 

pore pressures within the soil and reduces its shear strength (Gomes et al., 

2017). Consequently, higher soil moisture increases hillslope susceptibility to landsliding. 

A detailed characterization of spatial and temporal variability of moisture content is 

integral to hillslope stability studies along with determination of bedrock depth and 

hydraulic uncertainty for models (Liang & Uchida, 2014; Gomes et al., 2017).  

1.2.4 Geophysical Techniques 

Geophysical methods are used to characterize the subsurface structure and 

heterogeneity. One geophysical parameter especially sensitive to change in ionic strength 

of porewater and volumetric water content is bulk electrical resistivity (Muller et al., 

2010). Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) has been used to detect the 

bedrock/sediment interface in Taiwan along the Peikang River by identifying resistivity 

contrasts between the two lithologies (Hsu et al., 2010).  

Bulk electrical resistivity can be used to monitor infiltration of water into the 

vadose zone or displacement of background porewater. Sensors that measure bulk electric 

resistivity and volumetric water measurements have been used in conjunction with salt 

tracer experiments to parameterize transport models and characterize transport processes 

in hydrology since time-domain reflectometry (TDR) became available (Kachanoski et 

al., 1992; Vanclooster et al. 1993; Muller et al., 2010). 
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From environmental to hydrologic studies, electrical resistivity tomography 

(ERT) is used for monitoring vadose zone flow such as water infiltration, and root water 

uptake (Michot et al., 2003). Successive measurements with ERT can track an infiltration 

event by comparing changes in resistivity (Dietrich et al., 2014). Haaken et al. (2016) 

found that time-lapse ERT revealed temporal dynamics in regions of the subsurface due 

to spatially varying hydraulic properties. Risk management in soils and groundwater 

contamination require detailed information about the temporal and spatial variability of 

transport related properties of the subsurface which ERT can find (Muller et al., 2010).  

ERT can also be used to analyze the relationship between resistivity and structural 

and soil textural characteristics. Dietrich (2014) found that soil horizons could be 

associated with specific resistivities depending on factors such as proportion of grass 

roots, amount of clay, degree of induration and porosity of the layer. Resistivity values 

can even be correlated to sediment types with modeled distribution to identify flow paths 

in an artificial aquifer system (Parsekian et al., 2014).  

Traditionally, Archie’s law has been used to relate soil properties and electrical 

resistivity. It states that bulk soil resistivity (ϱb) is dependent on three main factors: the 

degree of saturation (S), which can be easily tracked with soil moisture sensors, the soil’s 

porosity (Φ), which stays constant throughout the experiment at a given location, and the 

fluid resistivity (ϱw) which will change depending on the concentration of dissolved ions 

(Frohlich & Parke, 1989). Material constants specific for aquifer substrates are also 

included with a, m, n: 

ϱ� = � ϱ� Φ�	 
��  
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Archie’s law is single valued. When all other properties are held constant, it predicts a 

unique resistivity value as a function of soil moisture. 

Resistivities measured in the field have been converted into soil water content 

with empirical functions such as Archie’s Law. For example, Dietrich et al. (2014) used 

successive ERT measurements along a soil profile to determine resistivity changes as 

infiltration occurred and converted the values into soil water content by developing their 

own empirical relationship with laboratory tests. Zones of preferential flow along the soil 

profile were identified. Preferential flow paths were related to less cemented zones.  

Another geophysical technique commonly used for imaging the subsurface is the 

seismic refraction method, which uses first-arrival travel times of refracted body waves to 

construct velocity models of the subsurface. Seismic velocity variations strongly correlate 

with contrasts in density and rigidity making it suitable for imaging subsurface interfaces 

such as the regolith-bedrock boundary (de Pasquale et al., 2019). 

 

1.3 Site Description  

The four study sites (Figure 1-1) are located adjacent to Pennypack Creek, which 

flows ~40 km (25 miles) from Montgomery and Buck counties to the City of Philadelphia 

where it confluences with the Delaware River. The Pennypack Creek Watershed has 

excess nutrient input from municipal wastewater and stormwater runoff (Philadelphia 

Water Department, 2009). The watershed covers an approximately 145 km2 (56 mi2) 

drainage area in southeastern Pennsylvania. Impervious surfaces make up >30% of land 

cover in many sub-sheds. All the urbanization promotes a self-reinforcing pattern of  

streambank erosion where stream channels become physically larger as more stormwater 

forces are restricted to the stream channel. At the Rhawn Street USGS gauge baseflow  
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Figure 1-1. Pennypack Creek watershed surface geology. Location of study areas: 

Lukens, Meadow, Pine Road, and Rhawn Street (Philadelphia Water Department, 2009). 
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(groundwater component of streamflow) accounts for only 43% of total mean annual 

flow, which is a result of decreased infiltration and groundwater recharge due to 

urbanization (Philadelphia Water Department, 2009). 

Moving from north to south, the Lukens site is underlain by Triassic basin 

sedimentary rock, the Meadow site by Paleozoic mafic gneiss, and Pine Road and Rhawn 

Street sites are underlain by Piedmont bedrock composed of highly weathered mica schist 

(Wissahickon), gneiss, and quartzite (Philadelphia Water Department, 2009). Rhawn 

Street is downstream of the fall zone, which separates coastal plain sediments from the 

Piedmont, but the coastal plain sediments are largely weathered away at this site near the 

river. 

 The soil at the sites is categorized under the Hydrologic Soil Group B which is 

assigned by engineers based a soil’s hydrologic properties such as infiltration and runoff 

potential. These soils have a moderate rate of infiltration (minimum of 0.15 in/hr or 3.8 

mm/hr) when wet meaning that water generally moves quickly through them (USDA, 

n.d.-a). The depth to any restrictive layer is greater than 50 cm with a water table deeper 

than 60 cm (Philadelphia Water Department, 2009). The saturated hydraulic conductivity 

in the top 50 cm ranges from 10-40 μm/s or 36-144 mm/hr (USDA, 2007).  

 A detailed soil classification map (USDA, n.d.-b) indicates heterogeneous soil 

types across the study area (Figures 1-2 to 1-5) based on a variety of factors such as 

topography, soil age, soil moisture, and parent material. Table 1-1 lists the different types 

of soils found in the classification maps. Many soils are classified as udepts that are well-

drained with moderately high saturated hydraulic conductivity. 
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Table 1-1. List of soil types and characteristics. Figures 1-2 to 1-5 (USDA, n.d.-b) 

indicate the location of soil types.  

Symbol Name Site Drainage Saturated 

Hydraulic 

Conductivity  

Classification 

ReA Readington 

Silt Loam 

Lukens Moderately 

well 

Moderately low Mesic 

Oxyaquic 

Fragiudalfs 

PaC Parker 

Gravelly 

Loam 

Meadow Somewhat 

excessive 

N/A Mesic Typic 

Dystrudepts 

Ch Codorus 

Silt Loam 

Pine 

Road 

Moderately 

well-somewhat 

poor 

Moderately 

high - high 

Mesic 

Fluvaquentic 

Dystrudepts 

MaB Manor 

Loam  

Rhawn 

Street 

Well Moderately 

high - very high 

Mesic Typic 

Dystrudepts 

 

 
Figure 1-2. Soils map of Lukens site. Different symbols signify different soils (Table 1-

1). Red dot indicates logger location and red box indicates soil type at logger (USDA, 

n.d.-b). 
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Figure 1-3. Soils map of Meadow site. Symbols signify different soils (Table 1-1). Red 

dot indicates logger location and red box indicates soil type at logger (USDA, n.d.-b). 

 

 
Figure 1-4. Soils map of Pine Road site. Symbols signify different soils (Table 1-1). Red 

dot indicates logger location and red box indicates soil type at logger (USDA, n.d.-b).  
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Figure 1-5. Soils map of Rhawn Street site. Different symbols signify different soils 

(Table 1-1). Red dot indicates logger location and red box indicates soil type at logger 

(USDA, n.d.-b). 

 

Seismic refraction surveys were conducted perpendicular to the Pennypack Creek 

at Pine Road and Rhawn Street by a team from the University of Maryland in 

collaboration with Temple University researchers. Data were processed by scientists at 

the University of Maryland. Generated rays reached velocities up to 4800 m/s, which is 

consistent with the expected velocity of schist bedrock (3100-6200 m/s) that underlies the 

sites (Elbra et al., 2010; Kastner et al., 2020). The Pine Road survey reached ~ 25 m deep 

and indicated a high-velocity bedrock starting at depths of 5-20 m (Figure 1-6). The 

Rhawn Street survey penetrated ~15 m deep and indicated a bedrock that extends to the 

surface under the Pennypack Creek (Figure 1-7). Bedrock tends to have lower 

permeability, which makes confirming its depth important since the regolith/bedrock 

interface acts as an important boundary for critical zone modeling. 
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Figure 1-6. Seismic survey perpendicular to the Pennypack Creek on the Pine Road site 

processed by scientists at the University of Maryland. Creek start and end points are 

marked by the blue line. 

 

Figure 1-7. Seismic survey perpendicular to the Pennypack Creek on the Rhawn Street 

site processed by scientists at the University of Maryland. Note the protruding high-

velocity layer that indicates bedrock. Creek start and end points are marked by the blue 

line. 

 

1.4 Hypotheses 

 The aim of this study was to use soil moisture loggers in conjunction with 

geophysical techniques to test the following hypotheses: 

1. Soil moisture characteristics such as infiltration rate and VWC plateau lengths 

(soil saturation duration) after storms will vary spatially between field sites due to 

presence or lack of compaction rather than soil type. Mowed sites with compacted 

soil will result in lower infiltration rates and increased VWC plateau times 

compared to uncompacted sites.  

2. Evidence for macropores, such as large ranges in infiltration rates, will occur for 

field sites with less compaction and more vegetation. Sites with more vegetation 
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have more root structures where macropores can form, whereas sites with 

compaction have collapsed macropores (squeezed out of the subsurface).  

3. The seasonal transition from summer to winter will result in higher VWC values 

as the amount of evaporation from sunlight and transpiration from plant life 

decreases. Higher field capacity values will result from subsurface water freezing, 

thereby creating or expanding macropores.  

4. Despite previous seismic refraction surveys indicating that bedrock is shallow at 

the surface of the stream and forms a bedrock nob or high point, ERT surveys will 

show evidence of a deeper bedrock.  

 

Testing the hypotheses across different sites is essential for determining if a range of 

soil characteristics follow a predictable pattern or are site-specific. Investigating levels of 

predictability across sites allows modelers and other scientists to determine which 

characteristics or parameters must be measured in situ versus obtained with generalized 

maps or established background values. Identifying the uncertainty of in situ 

measurements would help modelers plan projects accordingly as in situ data collection 

can be costly and time consuming. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SOIL MOISTURE 

2.1 Methods  

Soil moisture sensors were used to collect data from all four sites to examine field 

capacity, infiltration rates, and storm characteristics. METER Group Teros T12 and 

Decagon 5TM were the two types of sensors utilized. On a five-minute interval, the Teros 

T12 sensors measured soil moisture, soil bulk conductivity, and soil temperature data 

using three prongs, whereas the 5TM had two prongs and did not include soil bulk 

conductivity (Figure 2-1). A 70 MHz signal is applied to one stainless steel prong which 

charges the other two according to the dielectric permittivity of the material (Teros 11/12 

Web Manual, 2021). The charge time, which is measured with a microprocessor, is  

 
Figure 2-1. Soil sensors used for measuring infiltration. A) Decagon 5TM and B) Teros 

T12. 

 

proportional to the substrate VWC. The raw measured value is converted to VWC, at an 

accuracy of ±0.03 m3/m3 and resolution of 0.001 m3/m3, with a calibration equation for an 

assumed substrate. Logger boxes attached to the sensors stored all the data measured.  
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Sensors were deployed at different locations (Figures 2-2 to 2-5) and depths for 

better understanding of heterogeneity and infiltration rates in each of the four geologic 

provinces of the Pennypack Creek watershed. Six T12 soil moisture sensors were 

installed at the Pine Road site on 26 May 2021 (Table 2-1). Using shovels and trowels, 

the sensors were pushed into the side of two different openings at three different depths 

on a farm field near the Pennypack Creek (Table 2-2). The depths were approximately 

15, 30, and 45 cm. Interference from farm animals resulted in a data gap from 25 

November 2021 to 13 January 2022 (Appendix A).  

Table 2-1. List of data collection interval at each site 

Site Date Installed  Date Data Collection 

Ended 

Pine 26 May 2021  05 April 2022 

Rhawn 12 May 2021  21 September 2021 

Meadow 22 June 2021 17 June 2022 

Lukens 27 October 2020 17 November 2020 

 

 At the Rhawn Street site, four T12 soil moisture sensors were installed on 12 May 

2021 (Table 2-1). Two holes had sensors installed at two different depths: 15 and 40 cm 

for one hole, and 15 and 32 cm for another hole (Table 2-2). The sensor at 15 cm in the 

deeper opening collected no data due to a malfunctioning sensor. All sensors were 

removed on 19 October 2021 to prevent further data logger vandalism by passersby, with 

the last date of record being 21 September 2021. 

 Six sensors were installed at the Meadow site on 22 June 2021 (Table 2-1). The 

sensors were deployed in three different holes at depths ranging from 15 to 50 cm (Table 

2-2). Two of the sensors were T12s whereas the other four were 5TM sensors. Sensors  
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Table 2-2. List of all sensors analyzed  

Location Port Sensor Depth (cm) Location 

Pine 1 T12 15 A 

Pine 2 T12 30 A 

Pine 3 T12 45 A 

Pine 4 T12 15 B 

Pine 5 T12 30 B 

Pine 6 T12 45 B 

Rhawn 2 T12 40 A 

Rhawn 3 T12 15 B 

Rhawn 4 T12 32 B 

Meadow 1 T12 15 A 

Meadow 2 T12 50 A 

Meadow 3 5TM 15 B 

Meadow 4 5TM 45 B 

Meadow 5 5TM 15 C 

Meadow 6 5TM 45 C 

Lukens 3 5TM 28 A 

Lukens 4 5TM 10 A 

 

two and four (deep sensors) are missing data up until 22 August 2021 preventing some 

infiltration calculations.  

 The two Lukens T12 soil moisture sensors were installed on 27 October 2020 at 

depths of 10 and 28 cm (Tables 2-1; 2-2) by a previous graduate student and analyzed for 

comparison in this project. These sensors were installed in the grass adjacent to a 

stormwater basin. Both sensors were removed on 17 November 2020.  
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Figure 2-2. The Pine Road Soil Sensor Site map. Cyan circles indicate locations of soil 

moisture sensors.  

 

 

 
Figure 2-3.The Rhawn Street Soil Sensor Site map. Cyan circles indicate locations of soil 

moisture sensors.  
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Figure 2-4. The Meadow Soil Sensor Site map. Cyan circles indicate locations of soil 

moisture sensors.  

 

 

 
Figure 2-5. The Lukens Soil Sensor Site map. Cyan circles indicate locations of soil 

moisture sensors.  
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 Field capacity, infiltration rates, and saturated porosity were calculated for Rhawn 

Street, Pine Road, and Meadow from 1 July 2021 to 15 September 2021 for site-to-site 

comparison for selected storms described below. Whole datasets were examined to 

confirm results observed in the selected storms (Appendix A). The temporally limited 

dataset at Lukens only included four storms, so each was analyzed. 

Field capacity was estimated using soil moisture content following the Zotarelli et 

al. (2019) method. When a large rainstorm occurs, the VWC spikes above the soil water 

holding capacity. The VWC quickly falls as water drains out of the large soil pores due to 

gravity. Eventually the drainage slows as water in the large pores is replaced with air, but 

the VWC continues to slowly fall as evapotranspiration extracts water. The point at 

which the slope of the drainage/extraction line changes from a faster to slower decrease 

in VWC can be assumed to be the field capacity point (Figure 2-6.)    

 
 

Figure 2-6. Example of determination of soil field capacity after a storm for Port 1 at Pine 

Road using Zotarelli et al.’s method (2019). The red dotted line represents the slope of 

drainage, where gravity is the main driver pulling water down. The magenta dotted line 

represents the slope extraction where ET is the main driver pulling water out of the 

system.  
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Infiltration rates were estimated using the Green-Ampt equation and data 

collected from a pair of soil moisture sensors in the same hole (Ahmed & Borst, 2019). 

The Green-Ampt equation states: 

���������� =  
� ��� + ���

2 − ��� − ���2  � �
�  

 
where θfs = final soil moisture content at a shallower paired sensor, θfd = final soil 

moisture content at a deeper paired sensor, θis = initial soil moisture content at a 

shallower paired sensor, θid = initial soil moisture content at a deeper paired sensor, t = 

time for wetting front to advance from the shallower to deeper sensor, and L = vertical 

distance between sensors. Saturated porosity was estimated by finding maximum values 

measured for soil moisture. VWC indicates the amount of water filled inside soil pores, 

whereas Maximum VWC indicates that pore space has been filled with water and can be 

used to estimate porosity.  

  Hydrologic parameters of five storms (I-V) were analyzed to determine the 

influence of different storm characteristics on VWC, plateau time, and infiltration for a 

range of soil moisture responses (Table 2-3 to Table 2-6), whereas VWC highs and lows, 

field capacity, and storm response frequency data were collected from whole seasons 

(Table 2-7 and Table 2-8). A VWC plateau is a constant VWC value for an hour or more, 

and indicates the soil surrounding a sensor drained more slowly than water coming in. 

Periods with plateaus may be saturated with water, represented by a VWC that is 

constant.  VWC is constant. Storms were selected based on clear sensor response and 

characteristics for Pine Road, Rhawn Street, and Meadow. Because of limited data, all 

storms at the Lukens site were selected. Storms with different pre-storm moisture 
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conditions (wet versus dry) and varying changes in VWC (sensor response) were chosen. 

Storms I, II, and IV were moderate-sized rain events (10 to 70 mm total precipitation). 

Storm III was a large event, Hurricane Ida. Resulting in extreme flooding and multiple 

tornados in the Philadelphia area, Hurricane Ida poured down ~89-132 mm of 

precipitation. Storm V was chosen for the small precipitation amount (8.9-12 mm) which 

resulted in responses in only shallow sensors.  

Table 2-3. Storm characteristics of specific rain events from 1 July 2021 to 15 September 

2021 at Rhawn Street. ΔVWC was calculated using the most responsive sensor, P3.  

  

Storm 

ΔVWC 

(m3/m3)  

Pre-storm  

conditions 

Amount 

(mm) 

Rain Intensity 

(mm/hr) 

Date 

(mm/dd/yyyy) 

I 0.16 dry 12.4 4.1 07/01/2021 

II 0.19 dry 56.8 18.9 08/19/2021 

III 0.16 wet 88.9 9.9 09/01/2021 

IV 0.15 wet 52.1 8.7 07/17/2021 

V 0.00 dry 12.0 2.4 08/10/2021 

 

Table 2-4. Storm characteristics of specific rain events from 1 July 2021 to 15 September 

2021 at Pine Road. ΔVWC was calculated using the most responsive sensor, P1.  

  

Storm 

ΔVWC 

(m3/m3) 

Pre-storm  

conditions 

Amount 

(mm) 

Rain Intensity 

(mm/hr) 

Date 

(mm/dd/yyyy) 

I 0.08 wet 69.1 13.8 07/12/2021 

II 0.16 dry 56.8 18.9 08/19/2021 

III 0.16 wet 88.9 9.9 09/01/2021 

IV 0.08 wet 52.1 8.7 07/17/2021 

V 0.11 dry 12.0 2.4 08/10/2021 
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Table 2-5. Storm characteristics of specific rain events from 1 July 2021 to 15 September 

2021 at Meadow. ΔVWC was calculated using the most responsive sensor, P3. 

  

Storm 

ΔVWC 

(m3/m3) 

Pre-storm  

conditions 

Amount 

(mm) 

Rain Intensity 

(mm/hr) 

Date 

(mm/dd/yyyy) 

I 0.15 dry 34.5 4.3 07/01/2021 

II 0.13 dry 60.2 15.1 08/19/2021 

III 0.11 wet 132.1 11.0 09/01/2021 

IV 0.08 wet 40.1 8.0 07/17/2021 

V 0.08 wet 8.9 1.8 08/10/2021 

 

Table 2-6. Storm characteristics of specific rain events from 27 October 2020 to 17 

November 2020 at Lukens. ΔVWC was calculated using the most responsive sensor, P3. 

  

Storm 

ΔVWC 

(m3/m3)  

Pre-storm  

conditions 

Amount 

(mm) 

Rain Intensity 

(mm/hr) 

Date 

(mm/dd/yyyy) 

I 0.12 wet 41.4 2.1 10/29/2020 

II 0.07 wet 10.7 1.3 11/01/2020 

III 0.10 wet 23.9 1.7 11/11/2020 

IV 0.10 wet 6.6 1.7 11/15/2020 
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Table 2-7. Summary of VWC and field capacity data for storms during the summer. 

Rhawn Street, Pine Road, and Meadow storms from 1 July 2021 to 15 September 2021. 

Lukens, however, ranges from 27 October 2020 to 17 November 2020. Darker shading 

indicates deeper depths. Note that Pine P6 storm VWC had no repeating values (no 

mode). Note the uncertainty in field capacity occurs due to personal judgement with the 

Zotarelli et al.’s (2019) methodology.  

Site name/ 

Sensor Location 

Depth 

(cm) 

Storm VWC mode 

(range) in m3/m3 

Field capacity Avg. 

(± 0.01) in m3/m3 # Storms 

Pine P1 A 15 0.31 (0.25-0.38) 0.28 12 

Pine P2 A 30 0.35 (0.22-0.39) 0.34 11 

Pine P3 A 45 0.35 (0.31-0.35) 0.33 7 

Pine P4 B 15 0.34 (0.27-0.38) 0.33 12 

Pine P5 B 30 0.31 (0.23-0.38) 0.32 12 

Pine P6 B 45 N/A (0.29-0.38) 0.33 7 

Rhawn P2 A 40 0.38 (0.33-0.38) 0.35 13 

Rhawn P3 B 15 0.45 (0.32-0.46) 0.33 10 

Rhawn P4 B 32 0.36 (0.33-0.37) 0.34 9 

Meadow P1 A 15 0.40 (0.34-0.41) 0.37 12 

Meadow P2 A 50 0.39 (0.38-0.39) 0.36 3* 

Meadow P3 B 15 0.37 (0.29-0.38) 0.29 16 

Meadow P4 B 45 0.33 (0.28-0.34) 0.29 5* 

Meadow P5 C 15 0.34 (0.33-0.35) 0.32 11 

Meadow P6 C 45 0.34 (0.32-0.35) 0.26 10 

Lukens P4 A 10 0.29 N/A 0 

Lukens P3 A 28 0.37 (0.34-0.37) 0.28 4 

*Data missing up to 08/17/2021 due to sensor error  
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Table 2-8. Summary of VWC and field capacity data for storms during the winter. Pine 

Road and Meadow data ranged from 15 January 2022 to 1 April 2022. Darker shades 

indicate deeper depths.  

Site name Location Depth (cm) 

Storm VWC mode 

(range) in m3/m3 

Field capacity Ave  

(± 0.01) in m3/m3 # Storms 

Pine P1 A 15 0.32 (0.30-0.35) 0.30 12 

Pine P2 A 30 0.38 (0.35-0.41) 0.36 7 

Pine P3 A 45 0.36 (0.36-0.37) 0.36 8 

Pine P4 B 15 0.36 (0.34-0.39) 0.34  12 

Pine P5 B 30 0.35 (0.32-0.39) 0.34 7 

Pine P6 B 45 0.37 (0.35-0.40) 0.35 7 

Meadow P1 A 15 0.42 (0.42-0.43) 0.41 9 

Meadow P2 A 50 0.40 (0.39-0.41) 0.38 9 

Meadow P3 B 15 0.34 (0.33-0.37) 0.32 15 

Meadow P4 B 45 0.31 (0.30-0.34) 0.30 12 

Meadow P5 C 15 0.35 (0.34-0.36) 0.34 13 

Meadow P6 C 45 0.33 (0.28-0.36) 0.26 9 
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The storms monitored at Lukens were small to moderate (7 to 41 mm). Total 

precipitation in millimeters and duration of storm in hours was obtained from Weather 

Underground stations near each site (Weather Underground, n.d.). For Rhawn Street and 

Pine Road, the KPAPHILA197 station was used for precipitation data (Table 2-3; Table 

2-4). Meadow, and Lukens precipitation data were collected from the KPABRYNA5 and 

KPAWARMI19 stations respectively (Table 2-5; Table 2-6). ΔVWC and plateau times 

were calculated using the soil moisture data collected in the field. ΔVWC, or the VWC 

storm response, indicates the change in VWC between the start and peak of a storm.  

 

2.2 Results and Discussion 

 2.2.1 Rhawn Street Moisture Data 

 Comparing soil moisture data across multiple storms and depths showed that 

shallower sensors tended to show larger soil moisture increase in response to storms 

compared to deep sensors. The sensor buried at 15 cm showed larger soil moisture 

increase in response to storms, compared to the sensors at 32 and 40 cm. The shallow 

sensor increased from a VWC of 0.30 to 0.45 m3/m3 during storm III, or Hurricane Ida 

(1-2 September 2021), whereas the deeper sensor in the same location increased from 

0.31 to 0.36 m3/m3 (Figure 2-7). Storm IV, along with most storms, showed similar soil 

moisture changes with the shallow sensor increasing from a VWC of 0.30 to 0.45 m3/m3 
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Figure 2-7. Rhawn Street summer soil moisture plot and precipitation data. Red circles 

indicate storm responses selected for calculating infiltration between adjacent sensors 

and/or storm characterization. Sensor P2 was installed at location A whereas sensors P3-

P4 were installed at location B. P4 is missing data from 26 July 2021 to 7 August 2021 

due to a sensor malfunction. Data collection ended around 21 September 2021 due to 

vandalism. VWC following storms can get as high as 0.41 m3/m3 with a field capacity 

around 0.37 m3/m3. Plateaus in VWC occur long enough to be visually seen at the 

scale. Hourly total precipitation data collected from the KPAPHILA197 Weather 

Underground station.  
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and the deep sensor increasing from 0.32 to 0.36 m3/m3. A common trend at most sites, 

including Rhawn Street, is that the deeper sensors had higher soil moisture in between 

storms. The shallower sensor P3 would record values as low as 0.20 m3/m3 VWC 

whereas the deeper sensor P4 recorded values no lower than 0.27 m3/m3 VWC. The 

shallower sensor showed ten storms from 1 July 2021 to 15 September 2021, whereas the 

deeper sensor showed nine (Table 2-7). However, a second location with only a deep 

sensor recorded 13 storms indicating some inter-site heterogeneity.  

 Infiltration rates calculated for four storms (I-IV) from 1 July 2021 to 15 

September 2021 at Rhawn Street indicated soil compaction. Storm V was too small to 

calculate infiltration since the deeper sensor showed no response. Due to a 

malfunctioning sensor, only one pair of sensors were used to measure infiltration rates 

between them. The lowest value for infiltration was 1.5 mm/hr whereas the largest value 

was 120.5 mm/hr (Figure 2-8). The soil values were closer to the expected value of 23 

mm/hr for compacted pasture soils compared to 225 mm/hr for uncompacted soils 

(Gregory et al., 2006). Another study showed that infiltration in urban soils from Munich, 

Germany ranged from 174 – 252 mm/hr (Rahman et al., 2019). The range of infiltration 

at Rhawn Street was smaller compared to the other sites, potentially due to compaction of 

the soil from foot traffic and mowing, which removed macropores near the top of the 

surface. Infiltration at depth could have decreased due to the porosity falling as fine-

grained sediment migrated downward. 
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Figure 2-8. Infiltration rates calculated for different storms at different sites. Pine Road 

and Meadow are observed to have the higher variability while also having the most 

vegetation growth and least compaction from foot traffic. Infiltration rates could not be 

calculated for storm V since deep sensors did not respond to such a small storm.  

 

Long plateaus for soil moisture after storms in both shallow and deep sensors at 

Rhawn Street indicated slow drainage. Storm III, for example, resulted in water 

plateauing at a VWC of 0.44 m3/m3 for 13.3 hours at the shallow sensor in location B 

whereas the deep sensor in the same location plateaued at a VWC of 0.36 m3/m3 for 18.6 

hours (Figure 2-7). The deep sensor in location A plateaued for >32.3 hours at a VWC of 

0.37 m3/m3. Similarly, storm IV resulted in water plateauing at a VWC of 0.45 m3/m3 for 

12.5 hours at the shallow sensor and 0.36 m3/m3 for 21.2 hours at the deep sensor. 

Plateauing likely occurred due to the compaction of the soil which slowed infiltration. 

Compaction results from foot traffic and mowing which occurred regularly at the 

Pennypack Creek public park. Similarly, plateaus in the deep sensors occurred due to 
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slow drainage likely caused by the migration of fine-grained sediment downward. The 

deeper sensor generally had lower maximum VWC values compared to the shallower 

sensor in the same location which indicated lower porosity from the sediment migration.  

 A storm hydrograph of the Rhawn Street summer data also showed evidence for 

compaction (Figures 2-7; A-6). Most storms did not show a response in shallow or deep 

sensors if total rainfall was <8 mm. Storm precipitation lower than 5 mm showed no 

response in the deeper sensor (red) but the shallower sensor responded with storms as 

minor as 4 mm on 9 June, 28 August, and 9 September 2021. However, storms smaller 

than 8 mm could show a response if preceded by other storms as shown on 3 July 2021, 

indicating that deeper infiltration occurred when the soil was already wet. Higher storm 

amounts were needed at Rhawn Street, compared to the other sites, for the sensors to 

respond, supporting the idea that compaction made infiltration difficult.  

 2.2.2 Pine Road Moisture Data 

 Storm responses at Pine Road were similar to Rhawn Street data with shallower 

sensors showing larger soil moisture increase in response to storms compared to deeper 

sensors. Storm III resulted in a change in VWC of 0.16 m3/m3 for the shallower sensor at 

location A versus 0.04 m3/m3 for the deeper sensor at location A (Figure 2-9). The 

changes in storm response with depth were less notable in location B where the shallower 

sensor had a change in VWC of 0.09 m3/m3 during storm III and the deeper sensor had a 

0.08 m3/m3 change in VWC. A similar trend in variability of soil moisture between 

storms through depth was observed with location A exhibiting a larger range in lowest 

VWC values (0.15 m3/m3 for shallow to 0.27 m3/m3 for deep), compared to a smaller 

range for location B (0.21 m3/m3 to 0.24 m3/m3, respectively). Comparing storm 
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frequency between depths during the same period as Rhawn Street (1 July 2021 to 15 

September 2021), shallower sensors showed more storms than deeper sensors with the 

value falling from 12 to 7 storms with depth (Table 2-7). The full dataset from 26 May 

2021 to 1 April 2022 continues the same general trend with the shallower sensors 

registering higher amounts of storms. Shallow sensor P1 registered ~30 storms whereas 

deep sensor P3 registered ~18. VWC was generally higher at P3 compared to P1 so storm 

responses smaller than 0.30 m3/m3 in shallow ports were not typically registered in 

deeper ports.  

 Pine Road infiltration rates ranged >700 mm/hr (-103.9 to 661.5 mm/hr) which 

suggests macropores that created preferential flow paths (Figure 2-8). A negative 

infiltration rate indicates water reaching the deeper sensor before the shallower sensor; 

this pattern was likely due to macropore flow paths that bypassed the shallow sensor. 

Large values such as 577.8 mm/hr also suggest macropores where water reached sensors 

at similar times due to faster flow paths. When looking at the same sensor pairs for 

different storms, infiltration values can have a range >600 mm/hr indicating that 

inconsistent macropores opened or closed through time due to wetting and drying of soil, 

animal disturbance, or vegetative root structures. For example, the infiltration rate for 

sensors P2 and P3 started with Storm I at 661.5 mm/hr but dropped down to a more 

typical 52.1 mm/hr five days later and continued relatively steady for the rest of the 

storms. Pine Road was the only site with three sensor depths installed at each location 

allowing for infiltration measurement at different depths. The shallow paired sensors 

typically (88% of the time) had lower infiltration rates compared to the deep paired 

sensors indicating a low permeability layer shallower than somewhere between 15-30 cm.  
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Figure 2-9. Pine Road summer soil moisture plots and precipitation data. Red circles 

indicate distinctive storm responses selected for calculating infiltration between adjacent 

sensors and/or storm characterization. Sensors P1-P3 were installed at location A whereas 

sensors P4-P6 were installed at location B. VWC plateaus occur for short periods of time 

and are visually difficult to find. Hourly total precipitation data collected from the 

KPAPHILA197 Weather Underground station. 
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The shallow sensors at storm III, for example, ranged in infiltration from 6.8-7.1 mm/hr 

whereas the deep sensors ranged from 23.2-46.4 mm/hr. The wide range of infiltration 

values at depth may have resulted from heterogeneous deposition of fine-grained 

sediment that migrate into the soil over time.  

 Soil moisture graphs at Pine Road showed storms with sharp peaks rather than 

long plateaus indicating faster infiltration compared to other sites (Figure 2-9). For storm 

III, the shallow sensors had especially short plateau times with the 15 cm deep P4 sensor 

plateauing for 9.1 hours compared to the 45 cm deep P6 which plateaued for 16.1 hours. 

Sensors at Pine Road displayed little plateauing compared to other sites. For example, 

sensor P1 reached saturation at a VWC of 0.38 m3/m3 for ~6.3 hours at Pine Road 

compared to 14.8 hours for sensor P3 at Rhawn Street for Storm III. Storms I, II, IV, and 

V at Pine Road plateaued for <5 minutes (Figure 2-9). With the soil sensors installed in a 

farm field, less consistent foot traffic and mowing has resulted in lower compaction and 

higher infiltration. The field was also rockier, in general, which would increase 

macropores and infiltration (Hlaváčiková et al., 2019; Ilek et al., 2019). 

  Storm hydrographs at Pine Road showed more evidence for macropores (Figures 

2-9; A-7; A-8). Locations at Pine Road had consistent results between both locations with 

the deepest sensor not responding to storms smaller than 5 mm and the shallowest sensor 

responding to storms as small as 2-3 mm on 23 June and 9 September 2021. Similar to 

Rhawn Street, if preceded by other storms, sensors were more likely to show a response 

to small storms. Macropores at Pine Road could explain how even storms as small as 2 

mm showed changes in VWC unlike at Rhawn Street. Even small amounts of rain could 

infiltrate into the macropores at Pine Road.  
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 2.2.3 Meadow Moisture Data 

 The three locations at Meadow showed three different patterns of storm response, 

suggesting macropores varied throughout the soil (Figure 2-10). Comparing the shallower 

sensor to the deeper sensor for storm III, location A showed a similar storm response at 

both depths (no change in ΔVWC), location B showed that the shallower sensor had a 

higher soil moisture response to storms (0.04 m3/m3 increase in ΔVWC), and at location 

C the shallower sensor showed a lower soil moisture response to storm III (0.06 m3/m3 

decrease in ΔVWC) (Figure 2-10). The same trends are found throughout the whole 

dataset for each location likely due to heterogeneous macropores that create preferential 

flow paths. It was not possible to compare shallow and deep sensors for the same period 

as Rhawn Street and Pine Road because portions of the data are missing from sensors P2 

and P4 due to malfunctions from 22 June 2021 to 17 August 2021 (Table 2-7). Looking 

at the whole dataset, the shallower sensor at location C showed 35 storms compared to 

the deeper sensor that showed 23 storms.  

 The infiltration rates ranged >1000 mm/hr further suggesting macropores that 

create preferential flow paths at some locations (Figure 2-8). Location C infiltration rates 

ranged from 10.9 to 1110.6 mm/hr whereas location A infiltration rates ranged from 13.2 

mm/hr to 315.8 mm/hr. As a field site with little foot traffic and abundant vegetation, 

lower levels of compaction and increased root structures may explain the increased 

evidence of macropores. 

 The deeper sensors at Meadow had more plateaus for longer time periods 

compared to the shallow sensors with overall lengths shorter than Rhawn Street plateaus. 

For location B, the shallow sensor did not plateau during storm III whereas the deeper  
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Figure 2-10. Meadow summer soil moisture plots and precipitation data. Red circles 

indicate storm responses selected for calculating infiltration between adjacent sensors 

and/or storm characterization. Sensors P1-P2 were installed at location A, sensors P3-P4 

were installed at location B, and sensors P5-P6 were installed at location C. Sensors P2 

and P4 malfunctioned leading to a loss of data from 22 June 2021 to 17 August 2021. 

Visibility of VWC plateaus range with ports P1-P2 showing clear plateaus and ports P3-

P6 showing none. Hourly total precipitation data collected from the KPABRYNA5 

Weather Underground station. 
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sensor plateaued for ~9.5 hours at a VWC of 0.33 m3/m3 (Figure 2-10). Plateauing at 

Meadow occurs more regularly than at Pine Road but less regularly than at Rhawn Street. 

Looking at shallow sensors (15 cm), Pine Road plateaued for ~8% of storms, Rhawn 

plateaued for about 80% of storms and Meadow plateaued for ~19-66% of storms 

depending on which shallow sensor is analyzed. With little mowing and foot traffic, 

water infiltrates more easily into the Meadow subsurface compared to the Rhawn Street 

site. The Meadow site is less rocky, which led to lower infiltration, compared to Pine 

Road which could explain why longer plateaus occurred at Meadow. 

 Storm hydrographs at Meadow showed evidence for intra-site heterogeneity 

(Figures 2-10; A-9 to A-11). Different windows of time were selected for different 

locations due to malfunctioning sensors that were missing data up until 15 August 2021. 

Location C spanned the summer data whereas locations A and B spanned a two-month 

period from 15 August 2021 to 17 October 2021. At Location A, storms under 8 mm had 

no response for the deeper sensor whereas the shallow sensor responded to storms as 

small as 2 mm. For location B, both the shallow and deep sensors responded to small 

storms of 2 mm on 10 September 2021 and 6 October 2021. The shallow sensor had 

stronger responses with higher VWC values. At location C, storms smaller than 5 mm 

showed no response for the deeper and shallower sensors. The variety in storm responses 

between locations at Meadow emphasized the importance of spatial heterogeneity within 

sites. The 6 mm storms on 3 July 2021 and 10 August 2021 highlighted the importance of 

considering temporal variability within sites. Both sensors responded to the 3 July 2021 

storm yet only the shallow sensor responded to the 10 August 2021 storm despite their 

sizes being the same. The soil before the 3 July 2021 storm started out wetter compared 
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to the 10 August 2021 storm which resulted in responses even for the shallow sensor. 

Similar inter-site variability is seen between Rhawn Street and Pine Road where storms 

as small as 4 mm and 2 mm, respectively, showed sensor responses.  

2.2.4 Lukens Moisture Data 

The Lukens data, collected before the study began (27 October 2020 to 17 

November 2020), showed different storm responses with depth indicating slow drainage 

at depth. The deep sensor showed four storm responses with a VWC change as high as 

0.12 m3/m3 for the first storm whereas the shallow sensor showed tiny responses to 

storms ranging from 0.01 to 0.04 m3/m3 (Figure 2-11). The weak storm responses may be 

due to the installation of the sensor at an especially shallow (10 cm) depth at a public 

park which would have increased compaction from foot traffic (Table 2-7). With little 

space for water to move in and out, VWC change is consistently small.  

 

Figure 2-11. Lukens soil moisture plot from 27 October 2020 to 17 November 2020. Red 

circles indicate storm responses selected for calculating infiltration between adjacent 

sensors. Plateaus can clearly be seen at sensor P3 at this scale.  

 

Infiltration rates were calculated for four storms from 27 October 2020 to 17 

November 2020. The infiltration values ranged from 10.6 to 137 mm/hr (Figure 2-8) 

which is similar to Rhawn Street. The values were generally smaller compared to Pine 

and Meadow supporting the idea that soil compaction from foot traffic and mowing at a 
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public park removed macropores near the surface of the ground. Migration of fine-

grained sediments downward explains infiltration falling at depth with decreased 

porosity. 

Plateaus at Lukens were generally the longest and most consistent compared to 

the other sites monitored indicating slow drainage and low porosity. Storm I resulted in 

water plateaus at a VWC of 0.36 for 54 hours. Every plateau had a clear start and end 

point. The long plateaus likely occurred due to slow drainage in low-porosity soil caused 

by compaction and the migration of fine-grained sediment downward.   

 2.2.5 VWC Plateau Time Variability  

VWC plateau time trended upward with storm length (Figures 2-12 to 2-14). This 

upward trend occurs across sites and across depths, although there are some low plateaus 

at the Meadow site where Locations A, B, and C responded differently. While not all 

long storms result in long plateau times, longer plateau times typically require longer 

storm lengths. Interestingly, plateaus often lasted longer than the storm itself. For 

example, storm III lasted about eight hours near Pine Road yet caused sensor P3 to 

plateau for >17 hours. The same storm at Meadow lasted 12 hours but resulted in sensor 

P2 plateauing for >37 hours. Soil appeared to wet much more quickly than it dried, which 

further explains why the duration of a storm was so important to VWC plateaus over 

storm amount or intensity.  
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Figure 2-12. Storm length versus VWC plateau time plot at shallow sensors (10-15 cm). 

Data was plotted for the storms that the three sites had in common: II, III, IV, and V. 

Longer plateau times typically result from longer storm lengths rather than storm amount 

or intensity. Purple points result from Pine Road and Rhawn Street data overlapping. 

Note data are missing for Meadow from 1 July 2021 to 17 August 2021 for the deeper 

sensors. Also note the data overlap between the three sites at (5, 0). 
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Figure 2-13. Storm length versus VWC plateau time plot for medium depth sensors (28-

32 cm). Data was plotted for the storms that Pine Road and Rhawn Street had in 

common: II, III, IV, and V. All storms for Lukens were plotted. Longer plateau times 

typically result from longer storm lengths rather than storm amount or intensity. Darker 

points result from Pine Road and Rhawn Street data overlapping. Note data are missing 

for Meadow from 1 July 2021 to 17 August 2021. 
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Figure 2-14. Storm length versus VWC plateau time plot at deep sensors (39-50 cm). 

Data was plotted for storms that the three sites had in common: II, III, IV, and V. Longer 

plateau times typically result from longer storm lengths rather than storm amount or 

intensity. Note the data overlap between the three sites at (5, 0). Note data are missing for 

Meadow from 1 July 2021 to 17 August 2021.  
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Storm amount and intensity did not show consistent trends with plateau times 

when comparing different depths (Figures 2-15; 2-16). Storm intensity even showed 

opposite trends with depth: higher plateau times sometimes resulting from higher storm 

intensity for shallow sensors and higher plateau times resulting from lower storm 

intensity for sensors in the middle depths. Deep sensors showed no trend. Similarly, 

plateau times had different trends for storm amount when comparing the shallow and 

middle sensors. No consistent trends with depth are observed particularly in sites with 

more compacted soil, such as Rhawn Street and Lukens. High intensity storms resulted in 

higher levels of runoff, which led to soil staying saturated for a shorter period rather than 

increasing (Figures 2-15; 2-16). The Meadow site showed different plateaus for the same 

intensities. Larger storms provide more water which could saturate soils and cause the 

VWC to plateau. However, both Lukens and the Meadow showed different plateaus for 

similar storm amounts and Rhawn Street and Pine Road showed low plateaus for the 88 

mm rain during Hurricane Ida (storm III). This event was the only one that showed a 

plateau for Pine Road. 

2.2.6 Seasonal Variability 

Winter soil moisture data collected from 15 January 2022 to 1 April 2022 for 

Meadow and Pine Road showed that decreased evapotranspiration led to higher recorded 

VWC values (Figures 2-17 to 2-19). Data are not available at Rhawn Street since the 

sensors were removed due to data logger vandalism or at Lukens because of a short 

deployment in 2020. The period from 1 July 2021 to 15 September 2021 was used as the 

summer data for the seasonal comparison. The summer storm data tended to have smaller 
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Figure 2-15. Storm intensity versus VWC plateau time plots for all sensors. Data was 

plotted for storms that the three sites had in common: II, III, IV, and V. Longer plateau 

times and storm intensity have no correlation. Darker points result from Pine Road and 

Rhawn Street overlapping (19, 0). Note data are missing for Meadow from 1 July 2021 to 

17 August 2021. 
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Figure 2-16. Storm amount versus VWC plateau time plots for all sensors. Data was 

plotted for storms that the three sites had in common: II, III, IV, and V. Longer plateau 

times and storm amount have little to no correlation. Darker points result from Pine Road 

and Rhawn Street overlapping (56, 0). Note data are missing for Meadow from 1 July 

2021 to 17 August 2021. 
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VWC values between storms due to the increased evaporation from heat and increased 

transpiration from plants at Pine Road, but the difference in summer and winter lowest 

value was small (0.04 m3/m3 change) at the Meadow site (Figures 2-17; 2-18). Pine Road 

showed the driest VWC value of 0.15 m3/m3 in the summer compared to 0.25 m3/m3 in 

the winter which is a difference of 0.10 m3/m3 (Figure 2-19). The winter data had small 

but insignificant increases in highest VWC indicating little change to porosity due to 

freezing of soil water. The highest VWC changed from 0.41 to 0.42 m3/m3 from summer 

to winter for Meadow and from 0.41 to 0.42 m3/m3 for Pine Road, which is not a 

significant difference. Pine Road likely had higher storm VWC variability compared to 

Meadow due to higher amounts of macropores at Pine Road. Macropores can increase the 

amount of water entering a system, through open space, and amount of water exiting a 

system, through the infiltration of soil water under less tension (Ilek et al., 2019).  

The field capacity was typically higher in the winter compared to the fall likely 

due to less evapotranspiration. The Meadow field capacity peaked at 0.36 m3/m3 in the 

summer and 0.41 m3/m3 in the winter, whereas the Pine Road field capacity peaked at 

0.34 m3/m3 in the summer and 0.37 m3/m3 in the winter. The field capacity decrease in 

the summer for both sites is likely a result from increased evapotranspiration with higher 

temperatures and increased plant life. 

While both seasonal and spatial variability impacted different characteristics of 

soil, seasonal variability was less extreme and easier to explain. Changes in VWC and 

field capacity between seasons were usually <30% and related to evapotranspiration. 

Spatial variability with site area, sensor location, and sensor depth led to large ranges of 
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Figure 2-17. Pine Road winter soil moisture plots. Sensors P1-P3 were installed at 

location A whereas sensors P4-P6 were installed at location B. Winter plots show that 

soil does not dry up as much compared to the summer plots.  
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Figure 2-18. Meadow winter soil moisture plots. Sensors P1-P2 were installed at location 

A, sensors P3-P4 were installed at location B, and sensors P5-P6 were installed at 

location C. Similar ranges in VWC are observed between winter and summer soil 

moisture plots.  
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Figure 2-19 Box and whisker plots of seasonal storm data for Pine Road and Meadow. 

One value for lowest (between storm) and highest (during storm) VWC was obtained 

from each port for each season. The average field capacity was calculated at each port for 

each season. N=6 for each plot. Field capacity has an uncertainty of ±0.01 m3/m3. 
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data with up to 100x difference in values such as the Meadow infiltration rate variability 

at location C. Mechanisms behind such variability were harder to explain since a 

combination of factors led to the results. An interplay of compaction, macropores causing 

preferential flow paths, and the downward migration of fine-grained sediment led to the 

high variability in results pointing out the difficulty in relying on point measurements. 

However, multiple sensors at different locations and depths could help evaluate the 

variability of soil moisture at a site.  
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CHAPTER 3 

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 

3.1 Methods   

 3.1.1 ERT Methods 

ERT surveys were conducted with an eight channel Advanced Geosciences Inc. 

(AGI) SuperSting. Using stationary DC resistivity, the SuperSting is designed to run 

surveys using a variety of different array types, including dipole-dipole, Wenner, and 

Schlumberger (Reynolds, 2011). Sting surveys were conducted using two geophysical 

cables and three different electrode spacings depending on site obstructions. An electrode 

spacing of 1, 3, or 5 m with 28 electrodes each resulted in geophysical survey lines that 

were 27, 81, or 135 m long, respectively.  

Six ERT surveys were conducted at Pine Road and three surveys were conducted 

at Rhawn Street (Figures 3-1; 3-2). Six survey lines were oriented perpendicular to the 

Pennypack Creek: four at Pine Road and one at Rhawn Street (Table 3-1). Three survey 

lines were oriented parallel to the Creek: one at Pine Road and two at Rhawn Street. 

However, two of the lines (RH-PLL & PI-PLL) were not further analyzed due to a lack of 

novel details on bedrock depth (Figures A-12; A-13). Three surveys at Pine Road and 

three surveys at Rhawn Street used a dipole-dipole electrode configuration for data 

collection due to its sensitivity to near-surface lateral changes in resistivity (Reynolds, 

2011). The 135 m line at Pine Road also utilized Wenner and Schlumberger electrode 

configurations for improved profiling and vertical sounding respectively.  
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Figure 3-1. Pine Road geophysical site map. Solid lines indicate ERT surveys, the dotted 

line indicates a seismic survey, and the cyan circles indicate the locations of soil moisture 

sensors. The prefix indicates the site (PI) whereas the suffix indicates the type of line. 

LONG indicates a 135 m survey, PPD indicates a smaller suvey perpendicular to the 

stream, PPL indicates a parallel survey, and SEIS indicates a seismic survey. 
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Figure 3-2. Rhawn Street geophysical site map. Solid lines indicate ERT surveys, the 

dotted line indicates a seismic survey, and the cyan circles indicate the locations of soil 

moisture sensors. The prefix indicates the site (RH) whereas the suffix indicates the type 

of line. LONG indicates a 81 m survey, PPD indicates a smaller survey perpendicular to 

the stream, PPL indicates a parallel survey and SEIS indicates a seismic survey. 
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Table 3-1. List of geophysical surveys conducted at each location.  

Date 

(mm/dd/yyyy) 

Line on 

Map 

Type Length 

(m) 

Electrode/Geophone 

Spacing (m) 

05/26/2021 PI-SEIS Seismic Refraction 120 1 

09/28/2021 PI-PPD Dipole-dipole 

reciprocal  

27 1 

09/28/2021 PI-PLL Dipole-dipole 

reciprocal  

27 1 

11/04/2021 PI-LONG Dipole-dipole 

reciprocal  

135 5 

11/04/2021 PI-LONG Wenner 135 5 

11/04/2021 PI-LONG Wenner, repeat 135 5 

11/04/2021 PI-LONG Schlumberger 135 5 

05/27/2021 RH-SEIS Seismic Refraction 120 1 

10/09/2021 RH-PPD Dipole-dipole 

reciprocal 

27 1 

10/09/2021 RH-PLL Dipole-dipole 

reciprocal 

27 1 

10/28/2021 RH-

LONG 

Dipole-dipole 

reciprocal 

81 3 
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The SuperSting surveys were processed using RES2DINV inversion software to 

calculate the resistivity distribution based off the raw apparent resistivity measurements. 

The “RMS error statistics” option was applied to discard up to 5% of points with the 

highest error to improve the model fit. Water level corrections during the inversion 

process were performed on surveys fully or partially submerged in the creek. A water 

level correction incorporates water depth and conductivity values into the inversion. 

Without water level corrections, modeled conductivity values would be skewed higher or 

lower to compensate for the water layer. Water depths were measured on site using a 

measuring tape whereas water conductivities at the time of the surveys were obtained 

from the USGS website (USGS Water Data for the Nation, n.d.-a; USGS Water Data for 

the Nation, n.d.-b). 

Water corrections were performed by editing the data (.dat) files, which contain 

the resistivity data collected by the SuperSting, following the RES2DINV manual 

(RES2DINVx64 Ver. 4.10 with Multi-Core and 64-Bit Support, 2021). For some sections 

of the survey line the water was too deep, so the measuring tape could not be used to 

determine water depths at the electrodes. For these portions of the line the water depth 

was varied over multiple inversions. The comparison of the shallow water correction to 

the deep-water correction worked as sensitivity testing for greater understanding of the 

impact of depth variability on inversions.   

 The Pine Road ERT surveys were conducted at the Pennypack Creek and in a 

farm field ~10 m from the creek. After running one perpendicular survey inside the creek 

(PI-PPD), six electrode measurements needed removal due to rapid changes in 

topography as the line crossed from the riverbed into the riverbank. Topography can 
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cause measured resistivity to appear smaller in concave terrain and bigger in convex 

terrain according to electrostatic field theory (Gao et al., 2017). Sharp changes in 

topography, such as the change from riverbed to riverbank, must be corrected or, in this 

case, removed from the inversion by excluding the electrodes on the steep bank. 

Electrode measurements were removed before processing data by using a script written in 

the Python programming language (Appendix B). The same line required water level 

corrections and depth estimations during processing with Res2DInv. Depths deeper than 

131 cm could not be measured on site due to chest wader limitations, so the line was 

processed under two cases: one with shallow estimates for unknown depths where water 

only gets 135 cm deep and one case where water gets 165 cm deep. For deeper ground 

penetration, a line across the farm field 135 m long was surveyed (PI-LONG) with 

dipole-dipole, Wenner, and Schlumberger electrode configurations. All other Pine Road 

lines were 27 m long. 

 The perpendicular Rhawn Street ERT survey (RH-PPD) was conducted with 11 

electrodes underwater and 17 electrodes on a sandbar. Global Navigation Satellite 

Systems (GNSS) data collected at the site was incorporated into the perpendicular 

inversion to include topography. Like GPS, GNSS uses satellites to collect positioning, 

and navigation data. An 81 m long survey was conducted 20 m from the stream along a 

walking path (RH-LONG).  

GNSS data were collected along the line perpendicular to the Pennypack creek 

(RH-PPD) at Rhawn Street using an Emlid Reach RS2 in Receiver Independent 

Exchange (RINEX). GNSS measurements were taken at the same location and spacing as 

electrodes. A base station collected data that was processed against the Warminster 
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PARL site in the Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS) Network to correct 

errors from ionosphere scattering, and clock error. The GNSS measurements were base-

station corrected and then processed using a Python script (Appendix B). The script 

converted measurements from latitude and longitude to projected coordinates (UTM). 

Distortions caused from the conversion of 3D lat/long measurements to 2D projected 

coordinates were corrected using this Python script. The final base station position was 

calculated as the average of all measurements where the receiver was deployed with 

uncertainty determined from the standard deviation of the measurements. The drift in 

base station position over time was used to determine the correction factor applied to the 

GNSS data to get the topography along the line used for the inversion.   

3.1.2 Seismic Methods 

The seismic survey system for collecting refraction seismic data included 48, 14-

Hz geophones and two recording systems, GS-3000, and Geode, manufactured by 

Geometrics, Inc. The seismic source was a 10-pound sledgehammer and the resulting 

waveform was recorded every 0.125 ms. A total of eight shots were averaged per source 

location to reduce noise.  

After collecting and processing data, the team from University of Maryland 

corrected for topographic effects in seismic ray paths by extracting surface topography 

data with aerial LiDAR from Pennsylvania Spatial Data Access (PASDA). Seismic 

velocity structure was generated using the THB-rjMCMC algorithm developed by Huang 

et al. (2021). The inversion scheme was based on the Transdimensional Hierarchical 

Bayesian Framework with reversible-jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo to generate the 

velocity model from the posterior distribution of velocity structures. The velocity model 
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thickness was set between 30 m and 40 m with 0.5 m vertical and horizontal grid spacing. 

About 1,000,000 iterations were performed with 15 Markov Chains for each seismic 

survey.  

 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

 3.2.1 Rhawn Street Resistivity Surveys  

 The resistivity survey perpendicular to the Pennypack Creek completed at Rhawn 

Street (RH-PPD) indicated resistivity values ranging between approximately 30 and 1300 

Ohm-m (Figure 3-3). Three main layers were detected: a higher-resistivity top layer 0-2 

meters deep that ranged from 100-1300 Ohm-m, a low-resistivity middle layer 0-5 meters 

deep that ranged from 0-100 Ohm-m, and another higher-resistivity layer 5-7 meters 

deep. The top layer has patchy higher-resistivity values potentially caused by a 

heterogeneous sandbar with rock fragments throughout. Note that directly underneath the 

Pennypack Creek is a low resistivity material which would be unexpected if the bedrock 

was protruding as suggested by the seismic data inversion (Figure 3-3). Schist bedrock 

results in a resistivity layer >200 Ohm-m (Telford et al., 1990) which was consistent with 

the deepest layer of the resistivity results.      

 The long resistivity survey parallel to the Pennypack Creek completed at Rhawn 

Street (RH-LONG) showed resistivity values from approximately 80 to 800 Ohm-m 

(Figure 3-4). A similar three-layer structure was detected: a higher-resistivity top layer 0-

5 meters deep, a low-resistivity middle layer 0 to 8 meters deep and a higher-resistivity 

bottom layer 8 to 20 meters deep. The top layer is likely to be unsaturated soil with 

higher resistivity compared to the saturated middle which starts at the water table. The  
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Figure 3-3. Comparison of processed resistivity survey RH-PPD (top) with the seismic 

survey (bottom) along the same line perpendicular to the Pennypack Creek at Rhawn 

Street. Note the protruding high velocity layer on the seismic survey is inconsistent with 

the low-resistivity top layer of the resistivity survey. Bedrock would be expected to have 

both a higher seismic velocity and higher electrical resistivity than the overburden. Creek 

start and end point is marked by the blue line.  

 

 
Figure 3-4. Comparison of processed resistivity survey RH-LONG (top) with the seismic 

survey (bottom) at Rhawn Street. Note the intersection of surveys is marked by an arrow. 

Bedrock shows similar depths in the area of intersection (11-18 m deep for resistivity and 

13-18 m deep for seismic). Creek start and end point is marked by the blue line. 
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bottom layer has the highest resistivity up to 800 Ohm-m, which is consistent with the 

nature of the underlying weathered schist bedrock. Comparing the intersection between 

the seismic line and RH-LONG (Figure 3-4), depth to bedrock can be estimated with 

higher certainty compared to using only one method. The seismic line indicated bedrock 

13 m to 18 m deep at the intersection point. The seismic line intersected near the end of 

the ERT line where data are less reliable but if the trend of the bedrock depth continued, 

it would be 11 m to 18 m deep.  

 3.2.2 Pine Road Resistivity Surveys 

 The long resistivity survey line completed at the Pine Road site in a farm field 

(PI-LONG) showed resistivities ranging from approximately 40 to 670 Ohm-m (Figure 3-

5). Similar to the Rhawn Street surveys, three layers were detected: a higher-resistivity 

top layer 0-7 meters deep, a low-resistivity middle layer 7-20 meters deep, and a higher-

resistivity bottom layer 17-29 meters deep. The bottom layer is interpreted to be the 

weathered schist bedrock. Depth to bedrock can be estimated with higher certainty by 

comparing the PI-LONG resistivity survey with the seismic survey which partially 

overlap (Figure 3-5). Looking at the overlapping section of each line, the bedrock is 

sloping downward when moving southwest. The seismic line indicated that bedrock is at 

least 10 m deep and up to 25 m deep when moving southwest. The ERT line indicated 

that bedrock is at least 17 m deep and transitions to 25 m deep.  

The inversions for the perpendicular, underwater, resistivity survey completed at 

Pine Road (PI-PPD) resulted in two similar resistivity plots even with the variety of depth 

estimations for unknown water depths (Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7). The results showed a 
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Figure 3-5. Comparison of processed resistivity survey PI-LONG (top) with the seismic 

survey (bottom) at Pine Road. Line overlap is indicated by the red squares. Both lines 

show the bedrock dipping when moving southwest with depths as deep as 25 m. Creek 

start and end point is marked by the blue line. 

 

  

Figure 3-6. Processed, perpendicular resistivity survey from Pine Road (PI-PPD) with 

shallow estimates used for unmeasured depth values from 12-17 m across the x-axis. 

Note the line is fully submerged in the Pennypack Creek. The red line indicates the length 

of survey with unknown water depths. 
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Figure 3-7. Processed, perpendicular resistivity survey from Pine Road (PI-PPD) with 

deeper estimates used for unmeasured depth values from 12-17 m across the x-axis. Note 

the line is fully submerged in the Pennypack Creek. The red line indicates the length of 

survey with unknown water depths. 

 

top higher-resistivity layer 0.5-3 m deep ranging from 100-2500 Ohm-m and a bottom 

low-resistivity layer 2-6 m deep ranging from 0-100 Ohm-m. Around the 15 m mark 

across the survey, both inversions displayed the highest resistivities >2 meters into the 

subsurface. The resistivity values ranged from approximately 2 to 1200 Ohm-m for the 

shallow estimates case and from 2 to 2500 Ohm-m for the deep estimates case. However, 

the general configuration and shape of the resistivity plots remained the same between 

each inversion case. When estimating stream depth with a measuring tape by hand, 

measurements are not likely to vary by more than a couple of centimeters. The shallow 

case assumed depths of 135 cm for unknown values whereas the deep case assumed 

depths of 165 cm which is a 30 cm difference, yet the results were still relatively 

consistent. That means the inversion was not sensitive to stream depth within the 

limitations of tape measurements. In neither inversion was bedrock observed, which is 

consistent with the seismic survey which showed a depth to bedrock below the 

penetration of this ERT line (i.e., below 6 m). 
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 ERT surveys were conducted at Rhawn Street and Pine Road to compare depth to 

bedrock with the seismic surveys. Water corrections and topography were added to ERT 

surveys for increased inversion accuracy. Depth to bedrock was least accurate for seismic 

survey modeling at the streambed. ERT surveys corroborated depth to bedrock with 

seismic surveys away from the streambed, indicating that the methods were consistent if 

the stream was not an interfering factor. Seismic survey interpretations should be 

corroborated with ERT surveys for more detailed and accurate results.  
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

4.1 Soil Moisture Summary 

 When constructing a model, soil moisture parameters such as field capacity are 

site-specific and require in situ investigation for accurate parameterization. This study 

examined soil moisture properties across four different soil classifications to see if there 

was any predictive capability to assist model parameterization. Field capacity did not 

follow behaviors suggested by USDA soil type maps (Figure 1-2 to 1-5). Soils identified 

in soil maps as having the poorest drainage had the lowest field capacity rather than the 

highest according to this study (Table 4-1). However, soils with poor drainage would be 

expected to have high field capacity since soils that can hold a lot of water will slow the  

Table 4-1. Comparison between calculated field capacity and drainage type obtained 

from soil maps (USDA, n.d.-b). Deeper shades of green indicated poor drainage and high 

field capacity, which should be matched. 

  

 Site Calculated  

Field 

Capacity 

Drainage type from soil 

maps  

Soil Classification 

Rhawn 

Street 

0.24 Well Mesic Typic Dystrudepts 

Pine Road 0.17 Somewhat poor- 

moderately well 

Mesic Fluvaquentic 

Dystrudepts 

Meadow 0.32 Somewhat excessive Mesic Typic Dystrudepts 

Lukens 0.29 Moderately Well Mesic Oxyaquic 

Fragiudalfs 
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process of drainage. Urban impacts, which can alter field capacity and drainage through 

compaction, are not considered in such soil maps. Thus, the first hypothesis was 

confirmed that urbanization patterns and intensity were more important factors in 

predicting hydrologic parameters such as infiltration and VWC plateau length than those 

based on soil classification. 

 Macropores can create variation in soil moisture data even in urban settings. The 

largest variation in infiltration values was found at sites which were most likely to have 

macropores because they were in unmowed fields: Pine Road and Meadow. Examining 

Pine Road, infiltration varied with depth, location, and time. Variation was found with 

depth for storm I where the shallow infiltration rate (between P1 and P2) at location A 

was calculated to be 27.9 mm/hr whereas the deeper infiltration rate (between P2 and P3) 

was calculated to be 661.5 mm/hr. Variation with location was indicated by the 

infiltration rates calculated for the shallowest sensors for storm IV: 18.2 mm/hr at 

location A and 577.8 mm/hr at location B. Variation with time occurred for sensors P2 

and P3 where infiltration decreased from 661.5 mm/hr on 12 July 2021 to 52.1 mm/hr on 

17 July 2021. Infiltration values calculated at Meadow also varied with location and time 

by >900 mm/hr. Variation with depth could not be calculated at this site since only two 

sensors were installed at each location. Rhawn Street and Lukens, which are the sites 

least likely to have macropores, had the lowest variation in infiltration ranging under 130 

mm/hr. These sites were both mowed grass fields, which leads to more compaction, and 

the lower variation in infiltration, confirming the second hypothesis. 

Similarly, VWC plateau time tended to vary based on site compaction and amount 

of macropores. For storm III, Pine Road, Meadow, and Rhawn Street sensors plateaued 
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for an average of 12.5, 17.0, and 22.1 hours, respectively. Using all four storms, Meadow 

sensors plateaued for an average of 50.0 hours. Sites with the least compaction and most 

macropores (Pine Road and Meadow) typically had lower plateau times compared to sites 

with the most compaction (Rhawn Street and Lukens). 

The third hypothesis, that winter VWC will be higher than summer, was 

confirmed by both sites where winter data was collected: Pine Road and Meadow. Data 

were not available at Rhawn Street and Lukens due to data logger vandalism and a short 

2020 deployment, respectively. The sensors at Pine Road had a change of 0.10 m3/m3 in 

lowest VWC between summer and winter whereas Meadow changed by 0.04 m3/m3 

(Figure 2-19). Models benefit from integrating different seasonal values since parameters 

change throughout the year so data should be collected throughout different seasons.   

 Future soil moisture studies could include comparing methods for improved 

consistency in data collection and testing more sites for result confirmation. Teros T12 

sensors used in tandem with ring infiltrometers could compare different measurement 

volumes and value consistency. Also, the ring infiltrometer could collect surface 

infiltration data to compare with infiltration at depth. Selecting at least three different 

depths per location should be prioritized to identify changes in infiltration with depth. 

The low-permeability top layer explanation could be confirmed or revised based on 

infiltration data calculated at different depths. Larger datasets should also be collected to 

investigate the range of uncertainty in values for model input. Would larger datasets from 

Rhawn Street, for example, result in consistently lower infiltration times and higher 

plateau times compared to less developed sites? Would the within site variation be higher 

for less compacted sites, as observed in this study? Selecting new sites based on land use 
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would further test the conclusion that land use was the main driver of differences in soil 

moisture measurements.  

4.2 Geophysics Summary 

 After a seismic survey across an incised stream bed, a supplemental ERT survey 

should be used to confirm or deny shallow subsurface bedrock interpretations. The initial 

seismic survey at Rhawn Street indicated bedrock at the surface of the streambed with 

relatively high velocity values higher than 4200 m/s (Figure 3-3). Uncertainty from 

model inversions and data collection made seismic results less reliable. Seismic ray 

modeling by University of Maryland showed two indistinguishable potential scenarios for 

ray path travel: 1) bedrock in contact with the streambed and 2) bedrock deeper than the 

streambed (Figure 4-1). The Rhawn Street seismic survey across the creek was further 

complicated by rapid water flow and unconsolidated sand, which increased uncertainty.  

 

 

Figure 4-1. Seismic ray modeling by University of Maryland. Two scenarios for ray path 

travel are modeled: red ray paths where no bedrock protrudes and blue ray paths where 

bedrock does protrude. Note the similar travel paths of both lines in the bottom 

graph. Figure provided by Mong-Han Huang, University of Maryland. 
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The ERT survey, on the other hand, indicated no bedrock layer at the surface of 

the streambed with a relatively low-resistivity layer, confirming the fourth hypothesis. 

Both higher seismic velocity and electrical resistivity values would be expected for 

bedrock when compared to overburden. However, these geophysical measurements are 

indirect and are subject to nonunique inversion and interpretation so ground-truthing is 

important. Unfortunately, factors such as cost, invasiveness, and safety risk can 

complicate the use of intrusive ground truthing methods (Johnson et al., 2006). Thus, use 

of a second, non-intrusive geophysical method is beneficial to check the results instead. 

Adding topography and water level corrections to resistivity inversions is 

important for lowering model uncertainty. Adding GPS coordinates, for example, helped 

create smoother vertical transitions with resistivity layers at correct depths. The survey 

without topographic corrections resulted in resistivity layers bending upward, particularly 

at 15 m, to compensate (Figure 4-2). The inversion with the topography added had more 

continuous layers compared to the inversion without the surface normalization. Water 

level corrections incorporated water depth and conductivity of the water layer into the 

inversion. Modeled conductivity values for the subsurface, therefore, were not skewed 

higher or lower to compensate for the conductivity of the water. Measurement of water 

depth, with a tape measure, was accurate enough for modeling the general shape and 

configuration of the resistivity plot. Even a 30-cm difference in water depth, which is 

much larger than the few centimeters of uncertainty expected from a measuring tape in a 

moving stream, resulted in a similar plot structure of a relatively low-resistivity bottom 

layer overlain by a relatively high-resistivity layer, with the highest resistivity in the 

center of the line near the surface (Figures 3-6; 3-7).  
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Figure 4-2. Comparison of the processed, perpendicular, resistivity survey from Rhawn 

Street with topography (top) and without topography (bottom). Note the more continuous 

and straight layers of the line with topography added. 

 

4.3 Critical Zone Modeling and Assessment  

 This final section of the chapter is a list of key points or recommendations for 

modelers who are working with similar datasets in an Urban Critical Zone setting. 

Accurate modeling is important for predicting or investigating potential hazards such as 

flood risk, water availability, urban sewer system control and water quality control 

(Fernandez-Pato et al., 2016). A modeling approach allows the linkage of energy balance 

and shallow subsurface dynamics (Barnes et al., 2018), which is a focus for many critical 

zone studies.  

 In an urban setting, it is challenging to select representative sites, in part due to 

greater intra- and inter-site heterogeneity and in part due to access. For soil moisture data 

collection, selection of sites safe from vandalism and animal interference was important 

for retrieving continuous datasets from loggers that can record data for months at a time. 
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Factors such as soil rigidity can impact the depth at which sensors can be installed. 

Particularly when digging with a shovel, dry, rocky soil may limit the depth of sensor 

installation to the upper 20 cm. 

Accurately representing the spatial variability of parameters such as infiltration is 

important to the success of predictive modeling of hydrologic processes (Libohova et al., 

2018). Even with the relatively small dataset collected for this study, infiltration ranged 

from single-digit to quadruple-digit values and even had negative values indicating 

bypassing of a shallow sensor, likely due to macropore flow. Infiltration, being calculated 

using point-scale measurements, must be recognized as variable on a meter scale which 

makes uncertainty calculations important. Point-source measurements may not capture 

heterogeneity, but when enough data are collected, can provide distributions of values. 

Upscaling to watershed models from point measurements is challenging even in forested 

soils with predictable layers. If possible, models should incorporate a range of 

measurement techniques, slope positions, and scales (Pachepsky et al., 2008; Libohova et 

al., 2018).  

This study demonstrates that for explaining infiltration variability land use was 

more important than underlying geology or soil classification. Despite Rhawn Street and 

Pine Road having similar underlying geology, Lukens and Rhawn Street showed similar 

infiltration ranges (under 130 mm/hr) due to both locations being public parks with 

regular foot traffic and mowed grass. Pine Road and Meadow were located on low-traffic 

areas with less mowing and compaction resulting in higher infiltration ranges (>500 

mm/hr). Modelers should consider land use over underlying geology or soil classification 

when predicting infiltration variability in urban areas. 
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Seismic surveys conducted by the University of Maryland team near each site 

showed no clear trend in change of depth to bedrock with underlying geology (Figure 4-

3). Moving north to south: the seismic line in the Triassic sedimentary rocks (~5 km from 

the Lukens site) indicated a bedrock 1-10 m deep, the seismic line in the Paleozoics <1 

km from the Meadow site indicated bedrock shallower than 5 m, the Pine Road line 

indicated a bedrock 5-12 m deep and the Rhawn Street line indicated a bedrock 0-12 m 

deep, both with Piedmont bedrock underlying. However, the complimentary ERT survey 

at Rhawn Street (RH-PPD) indicated increased uncertainty >6 m associated with the 

bedrock depth under the streambed. Comparing the long ERT lines with the seismic lines, 

uncertainty ranged within ~2-3 m. According to the ERT surveys, modelers should 

include streambed sediment with permeability relatively higher than the bedrock. Depth 

 
Figure 4-3. All seismic surveys conducted by University of Maryland organized by site 

area/underlying geology. Moving North to South the geology shifts from Triassic basin 

sedimentary rock to Paleozoic mafic gneiss to Piedmont Bedrock. Creek start and end 

points are marked by blue lines. 
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 to bedrock under the stream should not be shallower than that on adjacent banks; in other 

words, bedrock close to the surface under the stream shown in some seismic surveys was 

not observed in the ERT survey (Figure 3-3). 

Researchers interested in modeling critical zone hydrologic processes should 

consider the following recommendations: 1) Site selection should examine variation in 

land use not just underlying geology; 2) Variable parameterization should be based on in 

situ data rather than mapped soil classification; 3) Heterogeneities, such as those from 

macropores, require larger datasets to examine variability; 4) Details, such as topography, 

water-level depth, and water conductivity, should be assessed to reduce uncertainty in 

resistivity inversions; 5) Seismic surveys should be confirmed using ERT or, ideally, by 

ground truthing. This study showed the importance of thoroughly investigating the local 

parameter variability in situ for a greater understanding of parameterization of external 

drivers for hydrologic processes in an urban setting.    
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APPENDIX A 

COMPLETE DATASETS 

 
Figure A-1. Rhawn Street soil moisture plot of whole dataset. Sensor P2 was installed at 

location A whereas P3-P4 were installed at location B. Initial data collection up to 1 June 

2021 is missing due to a sensor malfunction. P4 is missing data from 26 July 2021-7 

August 2021 due to a sensor malfunction. Data collection ended around 21 September 

2021 due to vandalism. 

 

 

 
Figure A-2. Pine Road soil moisture plot with first half of dataset. Sensors P1-P3 were 

installed at location A whereas sensors P4-P6 were installed at location B. Data from 25 

November 2021 to 13 January 2022 are missing from the complete dataset due to 

interference from farm animals.  
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Figure A-3. Pine Road soil moisture plot with second half of dataset. Sensors P1-P3 were 

installed at location A whereas sensors P4-P6 were installed at location B. Data from 25 

November 2021 to 13 January 2022 are missing from the complete dataset due to 

interference from farm animals.  
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Figure A-4. Meadow soil moisture plot with first half of dataset. Sensors P1-P2 were 

installed at location A, sensors P3-P4 were installed at location B, and sensors P5-P6 

were installed at location C. Sensors P2 and P4 malfunctioned leading to a loss of data 

from 22 June 2021 to 17 August 2021. Data from 18 October 2021 to 17 November 2021 

are missing from the complete dataset due to malfunctioning sensors.  
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Figure A-5. Meadow soil moisture plot with second half of dataset. Sensors P1-P2 were 

installed at location A, sensors P3-P4 were installed at location B, and sensors P5-P6 

were installed at location C. Sensors P2 and P4 malfunctioned leading to a loss of data 

from 22 June 2021 to 17 August 2021. Data from 18 October 2021 to 17 November 2021 

is missing from the complete dataset due to malfunctions sensors. 
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Figure A-6. Storm hydrograph with soil moisture at location B for Rhawn Street. Storms 

smaller than 8 mm don’t show responses unless preceded by other storms. Storms smaller 

than 5 mm show no response for the deeper sensor and storms smaller than 4 mm show 

no response for the shallow sensor. Note the missing sensor data from 26 July 2021 to 7 

August 2021.  
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Figure A-7. Storm hydrograph at location A with soil moisture for Pine Road. The deep 

sensor did not respond to storms smaller than 5 mm whereas the shallow sensor 

responded to storms as small as 2 mm.  
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Figure A-8. Storm hydrograph at location B with soil moisture for Pine Road. The deep 

sensor did not respond to storms smaller than 5 mm whereas the shallow sensor 

responded to storms as small as 2 mm. Note the missing data from 25 June 2021 to 28 

June 2021.  
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Figure A-9. Storm hydrograph at location A with soil moisture for Meadow. Storms 

under 8 mm created no response for the deeper sensor whereas the shallow sensor picked 

up storms as small as 2 mm.  
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Figure A-10. Storm hydrograph at location B with soil moisture for Meadow. Both 

shallow and deep sensors responded to 2 mm storms, such as on 10 September 2021 and 

6 October 2021.  
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Figure A-11. Storm hydrograph at location C with soil moisture for Meadow. Storms 

smaller than 5 mm showed no response for both the deeper and shallower sensors. Note 

the unique storm around 10 August 2021 where only the shallow sensor responded.  

 

 

 
Figure A-12. Processed, parallel resistivitiy survey from Rhawn Street (RH-PLL). 
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Figure A-13. Processed, parallel resistivity survey from Pine Road (PI-PLL). Note that 

depth values from 17-28 m across are unknown (red line) due to chest wader limitations. 

Depths are estimated to be continually deeper.  
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APPENDIX B 

PYTHON CODE 

The following code were used for the organization and visualization of soil moisture and 

resistivity data used in this research study. 

B-1. Converting soil moisture logger Excel files into Pickle files for Pine 

Road.  
 

# Import python libraries for plotting and data processing  

import pandas as pd 

import pickle 

from  google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

 

# Create list of data logger files 

infiles = [ 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/edited/z6-07821bulk 01Jun21-

0943.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/edited/z6-07821bulk 14Jun21-

0809.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 28Jun21-0917.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 09Jul21-0953.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 26Jul21-0843.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 23Aug21-1006.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 06Sep21-0827.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 21Sep21-0835.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 19Oct21-0718.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 02Nov21-1001.xlsx', 
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           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 16Nov21-1207.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 30Nov21-1135.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-07821 30Nov21-1140.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-13751 26Jan22-0920.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-13751 08Feb22-0948.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-13751 22Feb22-0955.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-13751 08Mar22-0932.xlsx', 

           r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mi

linic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pine_Rd/z6-13751 05Apr22-0814.xlsx', 

           ] 

outpath = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mil

inic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/' 

 

# Set column information from logger excel files 

col_names = ["date_time", 

             "P1_VWC", "P1_SoilTemp", "P1_EC",  

             "P2_VWC", "P2_SoilTemp", "P2_EC", 

             "P3_VWC", "P3_SoilTemp", "P3_EC", 

             "P4_VWC", "P4_SoilTemp", "P4_EC", 

             "P5_VWC", "P5_SoilTemp", "P5_EC", 

             "P6_VWC", "P6_SoilTemp", "P6_EC", 

             "P7_BatteryPercent", "P7_BatterymV", 

             "P8_Baro_kPa", "P8_Logger_Temperature", 

            ] 

sheet_name = 'Processed Data Configuration 1' 

 

# Reading data into dataframe  

df_all = pd.DataFrame() 

for f in infiles: 

  df = pd.read_excel(f, sheet_name=sheet_name, skiprows=3, names=col

_names) 

  df.set_index('date_time', inplace=True) #changes index to be date_

time 

  df_all = pd.concat([df_all, df]) 

   

# Verifing date range  

start = df_all.index[0] 
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end = df_all.index[-1] 

print(f'The data start on {start}') 

print(f'The data end on {end}') 

 

# Construct outfile name using datetime   

start = start.strftime('%Y%m%d')  

end = end.strftime('%Y%m%d') 

outfile = 'Pine_Rd_' + start + '-' + end + '.pkl' 

 

# Pickle the data 

with open(outpath + outfile, 'wb') as f:   #wb is writing in binary  

    pickle.dump(df_all, f) 

 

B-2. Comparing soil moisture data across sites using the Bokeh library. 

Data import shown for every site whereas plotting data are only shown 

for one site, Pine Road.  
 

 # Import python libraries for plotting and data processing  

import numpy as np 

import pandas as pd 

from pathlib import Path 

import pickle 

from bokeh.plotting import figure, show, output_file, save 

from bokeh.layouts import column 

from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource, HoverTool 

from bokeh.io import output_notebook, push_notebook 

output_notebook() 

from  google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

 

prfile = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mili

nic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/Pine_Rd_20210526-20220405.pkl' 

rsfile = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mili

nic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/Rhawn_St_20210512-20211019.pkl' 

mfile = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Milin

ic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/Meadow_20210622-20220404.pkl' 

lfile = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Milin

ic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/Lukens_20201027-20201117.pkl' 

 

with open(prfile,"rb") as f: 

    pine_rd_df = pickle.load(f) 

with open(rsfile,"rb") as f: 

    rhawn_st_df = pickle.load(f) 

with open(mfile,"rb") as f: 
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    meadow_df = pickle.load(f) 

with open(lfile,"rb") as f: 

    lukens_df = pickle.load(f)  

# Set VWC range 

vwc_max = 0.5 

vwc_min = 0.14 

#create figures 

vwc_fig = figure(plot_width=1200, plot_height=400, title="P1", 

                x_axis_type="datetime", 

                y_range=(vwc_min, vwc_max) 

                ) 

vwc_fig2 = figure(plot_width=1200, plot_height=400, title="Volumetri

c Water Content", 

                 x_axis_type="datetime", 

                 y_range=(vwc_min, vwc_max) 

                 ) 

vwc_fig3 = figure(plot_width=1200, plot_height=400, title="Volumetri

c Water Content", 

                 x_axis_type="datetime", 

                 y_range=(vwc_min, vwc_max) 

                 ) 

vwc_fig4 = figure(plot_width=1200,plot_height=400, title="Volumetric

 Water Content", 

                 x_axis_type="datetime", 

                 y_range=(vwc_min, vwc_max) 

                 ) 

vwc_fig5 = figure(plot_width=1200, plot_height=400, title="Volumetri

c Water Content", 

                 x_axis_type="datetime", 

                 y_range=(vwc_min, vwc_max) 

                 ) 

vwc_fig6 = figure(plot_width=1200, plot_height=400, title="Volumetri

c Water Content", 

                 x_axis_type="datetime", 

                 y_range=(vwc_min, vwc_max) 

                 ) 

 

p1 = vwc_fig.line(x="date_time", y="P1_VWC", 

            legend_label = 'Pine Road, P1, 15 cm, Hole A', 

             line_color = 'blue', 

            source=pine_rd_df) 

p2 = vwc_fig2.line(x="date_time", y="P2_VWC", 

            legend_label = 'Pine Road, P2, 30 cm, Hole A', 

            line_color = 'blue', 

            source=pine_rd_df) 
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p3 = vwc_fig3.line(x="date_time", y="P3_VWC", 

            legend_label = 'Pine Road, P3, 45 cm, Hole A', 

            line_color = 'blue', 

            source=pine_rd_df) 

p4 = vwc_fig4.line(x="date_time", y="P4_VWC", 

            legend_label = 'Pine Road, P4, 15 cm, Hole B', 

            line_color = 'blue', 

            source=pine_rd_df) 

p5 = vwc_fig5.line(x="date_time", y="P5_VWC", 

            legend_label = 'Pine Road, P5, 30 cm, Hole B', 

            line_color = 'blue', 

            source=pine_rd_df) 

p6 = vwc_fig6.line(x="date_time", y="P6_VWC", 

            legend_label = 'Pine Road, P6, 45 cm, Hole B', 

            line_color = 'blue', 

            source=pine_rd_df) 

 

p1h = HoverTool(renderers=[p1], tooltips=({'Date': '@date_time{%Y-

%m-%d %H:%M}', 'VWC': '@P1_VWC'}), 

                formatters={'@date_time': 'datetime'}) 

p2h = HoverTool(renderers=[p2], tooltips=({'Date': '@date_time{%F %T

}', 'VWC': '@P2_VWC'}), 

                formatters={'@date_time': 'datetime'}) 

p3h = HoverTool(renderers=[p3], tooltips=({'Date': '@date_time{%F %T

}', 'VWC': '@P3_VWC'}), 

                formatters={'@date_time': 'datetime'}) 

p4h = HoverTool(renderers=[p4], tooltips=({'Date': '@date_time{%F %T

}', 'VWC': '@P4_VWC'}), 

                formatters={'@date_time': 'datetime'}) 

p5h = HoverTool(renderers=[p5], tooltips=({'Date': '@date_time{%F %T

}', 'VWC': '@P5_VWC'}), 

                formatters={'@date_time': 'datetime'}) 

p6h = HoverTool(renderers=[p6], tooltips=({'Date': '@date_time{%F %T

}', 'VWC': '@P6_VWC'}), 

                formatters={'@date_time': 'datetime'}) 

####%F %T 

vwc_fig.add_tools(p1h) 

vwc_fig2.add_tools(p2h) 

vwc_fig3.add_tools(p3h) 

vwc_fig4.add_tools(p4h) 

vwc_fig5.add_tools(p5h) 

vwc_fig6.add_tools(p6h) 

 

fs = "16pt" #font size  
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vwc_fig.yaxis.axis_label = 'VWC m3/m3' 

vwc_fig.xaxis.major_label_text_font_size = fs 

vwc_fig.yaxis.major_label_text_font_size = fs 

vwc_fig.xaxis.axis_label_text_font_size = fs 

vwc_fig.yaxis.axis_label_text_font_size = fs 

vwc_fig.legend.label_text_font_size = fs 

vwc_fig.title.text_font_size = fs 

 

vwc_fig2.yaxis.axis_label = 'VWC m3/m3' 

vwc_fig2.xaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig2.yaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig2.title='P2' 

 

vwc_fig3.yaxis.axis_label = 'VWC m3/m3' 

vwc_fig3.xaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig3.yaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig3.title='P3' 

 

vwc_fig4.yaxis.axis_label = 'VWC m3/m3' 

vwc_fig4.xaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig4.yaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig4.title='P4' 

 

vwc_fig5.yaxis.axis_label = 'VWC m3/m3' 

vwc_fig5.xaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig5.yaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig5.title='P5' 

 

vwc_fig6.yaxis.axis_label = 'VWC m3/m3' 

vwc_fig6.xaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig6.yaxis.major_label_text_font_size = "12pt" 

vwc_fig6.title='P6' 

 

show(vwc_fig) 

show(vwc_fig2) 

show(vwc_fig3) 

show(vwc_fig4) 

show(vwc_fig5) 

show(vwc_fig6) 

 

B-3. Visualization of soil moisture data using the Matplotlib library. 

Data import shown for every site whereas plotting data are only shown 

for one site, Pine Road.  
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# Import python libraries for plotting and data processing  

import numpy as np 

import pandas as pd 

from pathlib import Path 

import pickle 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import math 

import os 

output_notebook() 

from  google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

 

prfile = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mili

nic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/Pine_Rd_20210526-20220405.pkl' 

rsfile = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mili

nic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/Rhawn_St_20210512-20211019.pkl' 

mfile = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Milin

ic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/Meadow_20210622-20220404.pkl' 

lfile = r'/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Milin

ic/soil_sensor_data/data/Pickle_Jar/Lukens_20201027-20201117.pkl' 

 

with open(prfile,"rb") as f: 

    pine_rd_df = pickle.load(f) 

with open(rsfile,"rb") as f: 

    rhawn_st_df = pickle.load(f) 

with open(mfile,"rb") as f: 

    meadow_df = pickle.load(f) 

with open(lfile,"rb") as f: 

    lukens_df = pickle.load(f)     

 

font = 20 #size of all fonts 

ylima = 0.13 #start of y axis (y limit) 

ylimb = 0.48 #start of y axis (y limit) 

 

#picking portion of time 

pdf = pine_rd_df.loc['2021-06-01 01:05:00':'2021-10-20 23:50:00']  

 

#creating the figure 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(2, 1, figsize=(20,12)) 

ax[0].set_xlabel("Date", fontsize = font) 

ax[0].set_ylabel("VWC $[m^3/m^3]$", fontsize = font); 

ax[0].tick_params(axis='both', which='major', labelsize=font) 

ax[0].tick_params(axis='both', which='minor', labelsize=font) 

ax[0].plot(pdf.index, pdf.P1_VWC, color='lightsteelblue', marker= "o

", label="P1, 15 cm") # 15cm deep 
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ax[0].plot(pdf.index, pdf.P2_VWC, color='cornflowerblue', marker= "o

", label="P2, 30 cm") # 30cm deep 

ax[0].plot(pdf.index, pdf.P3_VWC, color='blue', marker= "o", label="

P3, 45 cm") # 45cm deep 

ax[0].legend(prop={'size': font}) 

ax[0].set_ylim([ylima, ylimb]) 

 

ax[1].set_xlabel("Date", fontsize = font) 

ax[1].set_ylabel("VWC $[m^3/m^3]$", fontsize = font); 

ax[1].tick_params(axis='both', which='major', labelsize=font) 

ax[1].tick_params(axis='both', which='minor', labelsize=font) 

ax[1].plot(pdf.index, pdf.P4_VWC, color='coral', marker= "o", label=

"P4, 15 cm") # 15cm deep 

ax[1].plot(pdf.index, pdf.P5_VWC, color='red', marker= "o", label="P

5, 30 cm") # 30cm deep 

ax[1].plot(pdf.index, pdf.P6_VWC, color='darkred', marker= "o", labe

l="P6, 45 cm") # 45cm deep 

ax[1].legend(prop={'size': font}) 

ax[1].set_ylim([ylima, ylimb]) 

 

B-4. Importing precipitation data from Weather Underground. API key 

for Weather Underground data is required.  
 

import requests 

import pandas as pd 

from pandas.io.json import json_normalize 

from dateutil import parser, rrule 

from datetime import datetime, time, date 

import time 

import io 

import json  

import bokeh 

from bokeh.plotting import figure, show 

from bokeh.models import ColumnDataSource, HoverTool 

from bokeh.io import output_notebook 

from  google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

 

#set station 

station = "KPAPHILA197"  

#date string in YYYYMMDD 

date1 = '20210601' 

date2 = '20211101' 

dates = [d.strftime('%Y%m%d') for d in pd.date_range(date1, date2)] 
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def get_daily_weather(station, date): 

    response = requests.get('https://api.weather.com/v2/pws/history/

hourly?stationId='  

                            + station  

                            + '&format=json&units=m&date='  

                            + date 

                            + '&apiKey=...') 

    jData = json.loads(response.text) 

    if response.status_code == 200: 

        if jData['observations'] == []: 

            print(f"No data available for {station} on {date}") 

            return None 

        else: 

            j_data = json.loads(response.text) 

            df = json_normalize(j_data["observations"]) #flatten dic

tionary 

            return df 

 

#request single day of data as a test 

test_date ='20210808' 

df = get_daily_weather(station, test_date) 

 

#Import data 

df_list = [get_daily_weather(station, date) for date in dates] 

 

#Process data 

df_list = [df for df in df_list if df is not None] 

df = pd.concat(df_list) 

xt = [datetime.strptime(d, '%Y%m%d') for d in dates] 

xticks = list((x,y) for x,y in zip(xt,dates)) 

 

#Create plot of data 

bdf = df.copy() 

bdf['DateTime'] = pd.to_datetime(df["obsTimeLocal"]) 

bdf['Precip'] = bdf['metric.precipRate'] 

data = ColumnDataSource(bdf) 

output_notebook() 

#Specify the selection tools to be made available 

select_tools = ['box_select', 'lasso_select', 'poly_select', 'tap', 

'reset'] 

# Format the tooltip 

tooltips = [  

            ('Date', '@obsTimeLocal'), 

            ('Precip Rate', '@Precip') 
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           ] 

p = figure(plot_width=1000, plot_height=200, x_axis_type='datetime',

 title = f"Precipitation Data for Station: {station}") 

p.line(x="DateTime", y="metric.precipRate", source=data) 

p.yaxis.axis_label = 'Precip Rate (mm/hr)' 

p.add_tools(HoverTool(tooltips=tooltips)) 

show(p) 

 

#Write out data 

target = '../content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mil

inic/precipitation/results/' + station + '_' + date1 + '_to_' + date

2 + '.csv' 

pickle_target = '../content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bo

jan Milinic/precipitation/results/' + station + '_' + date1 + '_to_'

 + date2 +'.pkl' 

df.to_csv(target, index=False, header=True) 

df.to_pickle(pickle_target) 

 

B-5. Contouring resistivitiy data processed with Res2DInv. Data must 

be exported into Surfer file format from the inversion software. 

Example below is from the Pine Road (PI-PPD) line perpendicular to 

the Pennypack Creek.  
 

!pip install alphashape 

import numpy as np 

import pandas as pd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from matplotlib import ticker, cm 

from scipy.interpolate import griddata 

import alphashape 

from descartes import PolygonPatch 

from shapely.geometry import Polygon 

from pathlib import Path 

import os 

from scipy.spatial import ConvexHull 

%matplotlib inline 

from  google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

 

# Importing Data 

# change current working directory 

os.chdir(r"/content/drive/Shared drives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mil

inic/STING/SurferFiles/STEAM_shallow") 

# read the Surfer export .dat file 
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dfile = Path.cwd() / "STEAM_cleanedss_wc_shallow_trimmed_topres.dat" 

#Read in the contours levels from the .lvl file 

lfile = Path.cwd() / "STEAM_cleanedss_wc_shallow_trimmed_topres.lvl" 

# put contours into a list 

levels_df = pd.read_csv(lfile, skiprows=2, usecols=[0], names=["leve

ls"], sep='\s+') 

levels = levels_df['levels'].to_list() # use to get idea for level 

spacing (high and low) 

levels = [2, 4, 10, 22, 48, 106, 235, 520, 1150, 2546] #from 2 to 25

46 in 2.213 log interval. Perfect log scale.) 

# name of .png output at end 

name = "STEAMshallow_" 

 

# Read in data and create arrays from each column 

col_names = ["x", "z", "res"] 

df = pd.read_csv(dfile, skiprows=1, names=col_names, sep="\s+")  

#turn every column into a numpy array 

x = df["x"].to_numpy().astype(float) 

z = df["z"].to_numpy().astype(float) 

v = df["res"].to_numpy().astype(float) 

 

#Plot points to see how they’re distributed  

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,20)) 

ax.plot(x, z, '.') 

ax.set_xlabel("Range (m)") 

ax.set_ylabel("Depth (m)") 

ax.set_aspect('equal') 

ax.set_title("Seismic data show effects of ray coverage gaps and top

ography"); 

 

#Contour Data 

# Choose a grid spacing 

delta = 0.1 

# Create a grid of points to be interpolated 

xg = np.arange(np.min(x), np.max(x), delta) 

zg = np.arange(np.min(z), np.max(z), delta) 

X, Z = np.meshgrid(xg, zg) 

# grid the data. 

V = griddata((x, z), v, (X, Z), method='linear') 

# contour the gridded data 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,3)) 

cf = ax.contourf(X,Z,V,cmap=plt.cm.viridis) 

ax.set_xlabel("Range (m)") 

ax.set_ylabel("Depth (m)") 

ax.set_aspect('equal') 
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ax.set_title("Seimic data show effects of ray coverage gaps and topo

grapy") 

plt.colorbar(cf) 

plt.tight_layout(); 

 

# test convex hull of data  

points = np.stack((x, z), axis=1) 

hull = ConvexHull(points) 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,3)) 

ax.plot(points[:,0], points[:,1], ',') 

for simplex in hull.simplices: 

    ax.plot(points[simplex, 0], points[simplex, 1], 'k-') 

# double check boundary with alphashape 

alpha_parameter = .05 

alpha_shape = alphashape.alphashape(points, alpha_parameter) 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,3)) 

ax.scatter(*zip(*points)) 

ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(alpha_shape, alpha=0.5));  

 

# plot data 

#add a water polygon 

xlo = np.min(X) 

xhi = np.max(X) 

ylo = -2.0 

yhi = 0.0 

rect = Polygon([(xlo, ylo), (xhi, ylo), (xhi, yhi), (xlo, yhi)]) 

water = rect.difference(alpha_shape) 

# contour the gridded data 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,5)) 

patch = PolygonPatch(alpha_shape) 

cf = ax.contourf(X,Z,V,cmap=plt.cm.viridis, locator=ticker.LogLocato

r(), levels=levels) 

xlim = ax.get_xlim() 

ylim = ax.get_ylim() 

ax.set_ylim(top=0.0) 

#### 'Universe polygon':  

ext_bound = Polygon([(xlim[0], ylim[0]), (xlim[0], ylim[1]), (xlim[1

], ylim[1]), (xlim[1], ylim[0]), (xlim[0], ylim[0])]) 

#### Clipping mask as polygon: 

inner_bound = alpha_shape 

#### Mask as the symmetric difference of both polygons: 

mask = ext_bound.symmetric_difference(inner_bound) 

ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(mask, facecolor='white', zorder=1, edgecol

or='white')) 
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ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(water, facecolor='blue', zorder=1, edgecol

or='blue')) 

##create plot. change font sizes (fs) 

fs = 20 #font size 

ts = 18 #tick size 

#ax.invert_yaxis() 

ax.invert_xaxis() 

ax.set_xlabel("Distance (m)", fontsize = fs) 

ax.set_ylabel("Depth (m)", fontsize = fs) 

ax.tick_params(axis='both', which='major', labelsize=ts) 

ax.tick_params(axis='both', which='minor', labelsize=ts) 

ax.xaxis.tick_top() 

ax.xaxis.set_label_position('top')  

ticks = [1, 10, 100, 1000] 

plt.text(9, 1, "Southwest", fontsize = ts) 

plt.text(27, 1, "Northeast", fontsize = ts) 

cbar = ax.figure.colorbar(cf, ticks=ticks) 

cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize=ts)  

cbar.set_label(label='Resistivity (Ohm-m)',size=fs) 

#adding white triangles to the edges due to lack of data  

xmax, xmin = ax.get_xlim()  

ymin, ymax = ax.get_ylim() 

t1 = plt.Polygon(np.array([[(ymin * -

1) + xmin, ymin], [xmin, ymin], [xmin, ymax]]), color = 'white')  

ax.add_patch(t1) 

t2 = plt.Polygon(np.array([[xmax + ymin, ymin], [xmax, ymin], [xmax,

 ymax]]), color = 'white') 

ax.add_patch(t2) 

plt.show() 

plt.tight_layout();   

 

B-6. Contouring seismic data. Example below is from the Pine Road line 

(PI-SEIS)  perpendicular to the Pennypack Creek.  
 

!pip install alphashape  

import numpy as np 

import pandas as pd 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

from scipy.interpolate import griddata 

from scipy.spatial import ConvexHull, convex_hull_plot_2d 

import alphashape 

from descartes import PolygonPatch 

from shapely.geometry import Polygon 

from pathlib import Path 

import os 
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%matplotlib inline 

from  google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

 

#Import data 

os.chdir(r"/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mili

nic/SEISMIC/data")   

file = Path.cwd() / "Pine_site3.csv" 

col_names = ["x", "z", "velocity"] 

df = pd.read_csv(file, names = col_names).drop([0])  

#turn every column into a numpy array 

x = df["x"].to_numpy().astype(float) 

z = df["z"].to_numpy().astype(float) 

v = df["velocity"].to_numpy().astype(float) 

 

#plot points to see data distribution 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,20)) 

ax.plot(x, z, '.') 

ax.invert_yaxis() 

ax.set_xlabel("Range (m)") 

ax.set_ylabel("Depth (m)") 

ax.set_aspect('equal') 

ax.set_title("Seismic data show effects of ray coverage gaps and top

ography"); 

 

#Contour the data 

# Choose a grid spacing 

delta = 0.5  #since real life spacing was 1 m, grid should be  

~1/2, which is 0.5 

 

# Create a grid of points to be interpolated 

xg = np.arange(np.min(x), np.max(x), delta) #my mistake was trying t

o use the original list which had missing data. Here, a new list (mo

re correctly, numpy array) was created to make sure no parts of the 

grid are missing.  

zg = np.arange(np.min(z), np.max(z), delta) 

X, Z = np.meshgrid(xg, zg) # creates a grid out of these two numpy a

rrays 

 

# grid the data. 

V = griddata((x, z), v, (X, Z), method='linear') #actually put the v

elocity data onto the grid ((data values), data values, (grid)) 

 

points = np.stack((x, z), axis=1) 

hull = ConvexHull(points) 
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fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,3)) 

ax.plot(points[:,0], points[:,1], ',') 

for simplex in hull.simplices: 

    ax.plot(points[simplex, 0], points[simplex, 1], 'k-') 

ax.invert_yaxis() 

 

#Use alpha shape 

alpha_parameter = .05 

alpha_shape = alphashape.alphashape(points, alpha_parameter) 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,3)) 

ax.scatter(*zip(*points)) 

ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(alpha_shape, alpha=0.5));  #Note: this alp

ha value controls transparency 

ax.invert_yaxis(); 

 

# contour the gridded data 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize=(20,5)) 

patch = PolygonPatch(alpha_shape) 

cf = ax.contourf(X,Z,V,cmap=plt.cm.magma) 

xlim = ax.get_xlim() 

ylim = ax.get_ylim()     

#### 'Universe polygon':  

ext_bound = Polygon([(xlim[0], ylim[0]), (xlim[0], ylim[1]), (xlim[1

], ylim[1]), (xlim[1], ylim[0]), (xlim[0], ylim[0])]) 

#### Clipping mask as polygon: 

inner_bound = alpha_shape 

#### Mask as the symmetric difference of both polygons: 

mask = ext_bound.symmetric_difference(inner_bound) 

ax.add_patch(PolygonPatch(mask, facecolor='white', zorder=1, edgecol

or='white')) 

 

##create plot. change font sizes (fs) 

fs = 30 #font size (original size is 20) 

ts = 28 #tick size (original size is 18) 

 

ax.invert_yaxis() 

ax.tick_params(axis='both', which='major', labelsize=ts) 

ax.tick_params(axis='both', which='minor', labelsize=ts) 

ax.set_xlabel("Distance (m)", fontsize = fs) 

ax.set_ylabel("Depth (m)", fontsize = fs) 

ax.set_aspect('equal') 

#ax.set_title("Seimic data show effects of ray coverage gaps and top

ograpy") 

#plt.colorbar(cf) 

plt.text(-25, -1, "Pennypack Creek", fontsize = ts) 
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plt.text(70, -2, "Southwest", fontsize = ts) 

plt.text(-52, -2, "Northeast", fontsize = ts) 

cbar = ax.figure.colorbar(cf) 

cbar.ax.tick_params(labelsize=ts)  

cbar.set_label(label='Velocity (m/s)',size=fs) 

plt.tight_layout(); 

 

B-7. Correcting GNSS base data.  
 

!pip install pyproj 

from pyproj import Proj 

from tabulate import tabulate 

from google.colab import files 

uploaded = files.upload() 

import pandas as pd 

import math 

import numpy as np 

import seaborn as sns 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

sns.set_style('darkgrid') 

plt.rc('axes', titlesize=18)      

plt.rc('axes', labelsize=14)     

plt.rc('xtick', labelsize=13)   

plt.rc('ytick', labelsize=13)     

plt.rc('legend', fontsize=10) 

plt.rc('font', size=10)  

  

#Reading in data 

gnssbase = pd.read_csv('Base1_raw_202110091336usethiscsv.csv') 

gnssbase1 = gnssbase[gnssbase.Q == 1] 

 

pp = Proj(proj='utm',zone=18,ellps='WGS84', preserve_units=False) 

base_easting, base_northing = pp(gnssbase1['longitude(deg)'].values,

 gnssbase1['latitude(deg)'].values) 

 

base_easting_std = np.std(base_easting) 

base_northing_std = np.std(base_northing) 

 

elev = gnssbase1['height'] 

elev_std = np.std(elev) 

 

base_easting_avg = np.average(base_easting) 

base_northing_avg = np.average(base_northing) 
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elev_avg = np.average(elev) 

dist = [] 

 

# Put in the distance for the first point, which is 0 since this is 

the origin 

dist.append(0) 

 

# Loop over 2nd point onwards and calculate the distance between the

 previous point, 

# then add to the previous distance to get the cumulative distance 

for i in np.arange(1,base_easting.size): 

  dx = ((base_easting[i]-base_easting[i-1])**2 + (base_northing[i]-

base_northing[i-1])**2)**0.5 

  dist.append(dist[i-1]+dx) 

 

# Create plot to find cut off point 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

 

plt.plot(dist,elev,'o') 

plt.show() 

 

gnssbase1[gnssbase1.height <= -24.0] 

gnssbase2 = gnssbase1[gnssbase1.height <= -24.0] 

elev2 = gnssbase2['height'] 

elev2_std = np.std(elev2) 

pp = Proj(proj='utm',zone=18,ellps='WGS84', preserve_units=False) 

base_easting2, base_northing2 = pp(gnssbase2['longitude(deg)'].value

s, gnssbase2['latitude(deg)'].values) 

base_easting_avg2 = np.average(base_easting2) 

base_northing_avg2 = np.average(base_northing2) 

elev2_avg = np.average(elev2) 

northstd = np.std(base_northing2) 

eaststd = np.std(base_easting2) 

 

#Correct the Pennypack survey data collected using the base 

from google.colab import files 

uploaded = files.upload() 

rover1 = pd.read_csv('Pennypack Survey.csv') 

pp = Proj(proj='utm',zone=18,ellps='WGS84', preserve_units=False) 

rawbase_easting, rawbase_northing = pp(rover1['Base easting'].values

, rover1['Base northing'].values) 

print(np.average(rawbase_northing)) 

print(np.average(rawbase_easting)) 

rawbase_elev = rover1['Base elevation'] 

print(np.average(rawbase_elev)) 
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base1east = np.average(rawbase_easting) 

base1north = np.average(rawbase_northing) 

base1elev = np.average(rawbase_elev) 

#correction factor  

corr_easting1 = base1east - base_easting_avg2  

corr_northing1 = base1north - base_northing_avg2 

corr_elev1 = base1elev - elev2_avg 

#Converting rover values to easting and northing 

pp = Proj(proj='utm',zone=18,ellps='WGS84', preserve_units=False) 

CSVrover_easting, CSVrover_northing = pp(rover1['Easting'].values, r

over1['Northing'].values) 

CSVrovereasting = np.array(CSVrover_easting) 

CSVrovereasting_corr = CSVrovereasting - corr_easting1 

CSVrovernorthing = np.array(CSVrover_northing) 

CSVrovernorthing_corr = CSVrovernorthing - corr_northing1 

CSVelev = np.array(rover1['Elevation']) 

CSVelev_corr = CSVelev - corr_elev1 

data = {'Easting': CSVrovereasting_corr, 'Northing': CSVrovernorthin

g_corr, 'Elevation (m)': CSVelev_corr} 

print(tabulate(data, headers = 'keys')) 

 

CSV2east = [497306.23616648, 497307.13682798, 497308.07843049, 49730

9.10105101, 

            497310.06907211, 497310.98252247, 497311.91296078, 49731

2.87159746, 

            497313.85498252, 497314.83580284, 497315.78847131, 49731

6.74539802, 

            497317.68699998, 497318.62772197, 497319.60769594, 49732

0.57913949, 

            497321.55399498, 497322.52970429, 497323.49175049, 49732

4.4632119, 

            497325.42013925, 497326.38562178, 497327.32888378, 49732

8.26706241, 

            497329.23167771, 497330.15278223, 497331.14381986, 49733

2.08627335] 

CSV2eastraw = [497305.77363889, 497306.67430039, 497307.6159029,  49

7308.63852342, 

               497309.60654452, 497310.51999488, 497311.45043319, 49

7312.40906987, 

               497313.39245493, 497314.37327525, 497315.32594372, 49

7316.28287043, 

               497317.22447239, 497318.16519438, 497319.14516835, 49

7320.11661189, 

               497321.09146739, 497322.0671767, 497323.0292229, 4973

24.00068431, 
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               497324.95761166, 497325.92309419, 497326.86635619, 49

7327.80453481, 

               497328.76915012, 497329.69025464, 497330.68129227, 49

7331.62374576] 

CSV2north = [4433345.88925997, 4433345.67916716, 4433345.46462029, 4

433345.210088, 

             4433344.92893729, 4433344.70219172, 4433344.27343626, 4

433343.98673968, 

             4433343.73444173, 4433343.46549614, 4433343.18546151, 4

433342.88655698, 

             4433342.66868157, 4433342.37422266, 4433342.12303658, 4

433341.86963381, 

             4433341.61622996, 4433341.36504576, 4433341.06947002, 4

433340.86601378, 

             4433340.56711035, 4433340.34034831, 4433339.99039398, 4

433339.73811381, 

             4433339.4702857,  4433339.17583511, 4433338.85139244, 4

433338.62685904] 

CSV2northraw = [4433347.47140617, 4433347.26131336, 4433347.04676649

, 4433346.79223419, 

                4433346.51108349, 4433346.28433792, 4433345.85558246

, 4433345.56888588, 

                4433345.31658793, 4433345.04764234, 4433344.76760771

, 4433344.46870318, 

                4433344.25082777, 4433343.95636886, 4433343.70518277

, 4433343.45178001, 

                4433343.19837615, 4433342.94719195, 4433342.65161621

, 4433342.44815997, 

                4433342.14925655, 4433341.92249451, 4433341.57254018

, 4433341.32026001, 

                4433341.0524319,  4433340.75798131, 4433340.43353864

, 4433340.20900524] 

CSV2elev = [-25.7864, -25.7074, -25.7344, -25.7514, -25.7954, -

25.7874, -25.7944,  

            -25.8414, -25.7644, -25.7414, -25.7504, -25.6934, -

25.7114, -25.7574,  

            -25.7734, -25.7894, -25.7924, -25.8024, -25.8114, -

25.8724, -25.9434,  

            -25.9354, -25.9284, -25.9114, -25.8894, -25.8974, -

25.9074] 

 

#Plot the data 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

fig, ax = plt.subplots(figsize = (10, 10)) 
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plt.plot(CSVrovereasting_corr, CSVrovernorthing_corr, 'o', color = "

blue", label = "Corrected A-A'") 

plt.plot(CSVrover_easting, CSVrover_northing, 'x', color = sns.color

_palette('hls')[3], label = "Uncorrected A-A'") 

plt.plot(CSV2east, CSV2north, 'o', color = "green", label = "Correct

ed C-C'") 

plt.plot(CSV2eastraw, CSV2northraw, 'x', color = sns.color_palette('

hls')[2], label = "Uncorrected C-C'") 

plt.plot(base_easting_avg2, base_northing_avg2, 'o', color = "red", 

label = "Corrected base") 

plt.plot(base1east, base1north, 'x', color = sns.color_palette('hls'

)[0], label = "Uncorrected base") 

plt.plot 

plt.xlabel("Easting") 

plt.ylabel("Northing") 

plt.title("Pennypack Creek Survey GNSS Processing") 

plt.legend(fontsize = 10) 

plt.show() 

 

B-8. Removing measurements from a Sting resistivity file. 
 

import pandas as pd 

from  google.colab import drive 

drive.mount('/content/drive') 

 

# User Parameters 

in_file = '/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mili

nic/STING/pinerd/STEAM/STEAM.stg' 

out_file = '/content/drive/Shareddrives/JN_LT_ResearchTeam/Bojan Mil

inic/STING/pinerd/STEAM/STEAM_cleaned.stg' 

# Number of header lines 

nheader = 3 

# Coordinates of unused electrodes 

coords = [1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0] 

# IP Data collected? 

ip = False 

  

# Load the Sting file 

# Read and store the header lines 

header = [] 

with open(in_file, mode='r') as f: 

  for i in range(nheader): 

    header.append(f.readline()) 

print(header) 
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if ip: 

  col_names = ['row', 'date', 'time', 'V/I', 'percent_error_in_tenth

s', 'I_mA', 'rhoa', 'cmd_file','xA', 'yA', 'zA', 'xB', 'yB', 'zB', '

xM', 'yM', 'zM', 'xN', 'yN', 'zN', 'IP_flag', 'IP_time_slot_mS', 

'IP1', 'IP2', 'IP3', 'IP4', 'IP5', 'IP6', 'IP_total','cmd_line_num',

'V', 'ncycles', 'meas_time', 'gain', 'channel'] 

else: 

  col_names = ['row', 'date', 'time', 'V/I', 'percent_error_in_tenth

s', 'I_mA', 'rhoa', 'cmd_file','xA', 'yA', 'zA', 'xB', 'yB', 'zB', '

xM', 'yM', 'zM', 'xN', 'yN', 'zN','cmd_line_num', 'V', 'ncycles', 'm

eas_time', 'gain', 'channel'] 

df = pd.read_csv(in_file, skiprows=nheader, names=col_names) 

 

# Remove data rows desired 

xcols = ['xA', 'xB', 'xM', 'xN'] 

for coord in coords: 

  for xcol in xcols: 

    indexNames = df[ df[xcol] == coord ].index 

    df.drop(indexNames , inplace=True) 

 

# Write the edited Sting File 

with open(out_file, mode='w') as f: 

  for line in header: 

    f.writelines(line) 

df.to_csv(out_file, mode='a', header=False) 

 


